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Dear Friends:

People make our University great. Our alumni, faculty and students help determine
the U of M's reputation. They bring recognition to the University through their activities
as CEOs, teachers, health-care workers and prominent congressmen. For example,
former U.S. Senator Fred Thompson (BA '64) was recently asked by President Bush
to assist in naming a U.S. Supreme Court Justice. Our campus faculty, too, are an
invaluable asset, teaching courses, developing curricula and conducting cutting-edge
research. On page 10 of this issue of The University of Memphis Magazine, read how
our School of Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology is changing lives in the MidSouth through its research. And our students compete at the highest levels, with many

Communication professor David Appleby received the top honor bestowed on a U of M faculty member, the Eminent Faculty Award. Appleby's latest
documentary, Hoxie: The First Stand, has won several national awards.

obtaining internships with area businesses and professional offices where they apply
what they have learned at the University of Memphis.
MISSION
The University of Memphis is a doctoral degreegranting urban research university committed
to excellence in undergraduate, graduate and
professional education; in the discovery and
dissemination of knowledge; in service to the
metropolitan community, state and nation; and in
the preparation of a diverse student population for
successful careers and meaningful participation in
a global society. The University of Memphis remains
committed to the education of a non-racially
identifiable student body and promotes diversity
and access without regard to race, gender, religion,
national origin, age, disability or veteran status.
The University of Memphis is one of 45 institutions
in the Tennessee Board of Regents system, the sixth
largest system of higher education in the nation.
TBR is the governing board for this system, which
comprises six universities, 13 two-year colleges and
26 area technology centers. The TBR system enrolls
more than 80 percent of all Tennessee students
attending public institutions of higher education.
The University of Memphis' name, seal, logos and
Tigers are registered marks of the University of
Memphis and use in any manner is prohibited
unless prior written approval is obtained from the
University of Memphis. The University of Memphis
Magazine (USPS-662-550) is published quarterly
by the Marketing and Communications Office of the
University of Memphis, 303 Administration Building,
Memphis, TN 38152-3370. Periodical Postage paid at
Memphis, TN 38152.

Our student athletes also play a vital role at the University of Memphis, competing

U of M honors outstanding faculty, staff

at the highest levels. In January, DeAngelo Williams, featured as the cover story of this
issue, announced his decision to forgo the NFL and stay at Memphis for his senior

A professor with an eye for document

examined the 1968 strike by Memphis

Dr. Walter "Bob" Brown and Stephanie

season. "I want to leave here with something that has the University's logo on it - a

ing past civil rights events is making history

degree," Williams said. With his great loyalty and great pride, Williams sent a bolt of

himself. Communication professor David

energy through our campus community and our alumni base with his decision. As

Appleby was awarded the U of M's top

Foundation's Excellence in Teaching Award

the University's first true Heisman Trophy candidate, Williams is just one of the many

honor - the Eminent Faculty Award - dur

were Dr. William Jermann, professor of

ing April's Convocation. He was among

electrical and computer engineering, and

Excellence in Engaged Scholarship and

several faculty and staff members to be

Dr. John Hanneken, an associate professor

Creative Achievement were awarded to:

recognized for high performance.

of physics.

Dr. Stanley Hyland, associate professor of

reasons this fall will be an exciting time to be a Tiger fan.
We want all of our students to compete at the highest levels and show their loyalty
and pride. While few will consult with the President of the United States, or conduct
research to improve hearing, or compete for a Heisman, all of our alumni can take pride
in these accomplishments.

Sincerely,

Appleby has been making documentary

Receiving the Thomas W. Briggs

Four professors received the Alumni

Johnson, counselors in the Academic
Counseling Center, both received
Distinguished Advising Awards.
Awards for Distinguished Research,

anthropology; Dr. Gene Plunka, professor

films for almost 30 years. Last year, his film

Association's Distinguished Teaching

of English; Dr. Robyn Cox, professor in the

Hoxie: The First Stand won several honors:

Awards: Dr. Randy Floyd, who teaches

School of Audiology and Speech-Language

a Peabody Award, an Alfred I. duPont-

courses in psychological and educational

Pathology; Dr. John Baur, professor of

Columbia Award, a Mid-South Regional

assessment; Dr. Brian Janz, associate

music; and Dr. Douglas Imig, professor of

Emmy for non-news writing and a CINE

professor of management information

political science.

Golden Eagle.

systems; Dr. Reginald Martin, coordinator

Appleby has also earned awards and a

POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Alumni &
Development Office, The University of Memphis,
120 Alumni Center, Memphis, TN 38152-3760.

sanitation workers.

The Allen J. Hammond Distinguished

of the African-American literature program;

Service Award was presented to Dr. Arch

national Emmy nomination for an earlier

and Yvonne Leatherwood, who teaches

Johnston, founder and director of the

documentary, At the River I Stand, which

composition and African-American literature.

University's Center for Earthquake Research
and Information.
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Landscape laurels

I, robot
Several of the heroes in the science fic
tion novels and short stories of author Philip
K. Dick discover that they are actually robots

Chicago in June.
FedEx Institute of Technology's Institute

This past spring, 31 trees at the University of Memphis were
sporting more than just new leaves. No, money still doesn't grow
on these trees, but the main campus can now boast an achieve

rather than humans. It seems appropri

for Intelligent Systems developed the tech

ment that sets it apart from the greenery at many other universities.

ate, then, that a team of artists, writers,

nology to make the robot listen, understand

The University has been certified as a Level 1 arboretum by the

engineers, literary scholars and philoso

and respond to someone talking to it or

phers have collaborated on a project that
resembles one of the mind-bending twists

asking it a question.
Hanson Robotics applied its artistic,

in a Dick story. They have created a robotic

mechanical and polymer engineering inno

likeness of the author using groundbreak

vations to enable the robot to show the full

ing technology that enables the machine to

range of human expressions such as joy,

perceive a person's identity and behavior.

sorrow and surprise.

Researchers from the University of

Researchers at the FedEx Institute of
Technology have developed a robotic likeness
of sci-fi author Philip K. Dick.

inventions at Wired magazine's NEXTFest in

Dick, who passed away in 1982 when

Memphis' FedEx Institute of Technology,

he was 54, created a large body of work

Hanson Robotics and the Automation and

that inspired cinematic adaptations such as

Robotics Research Institute of the University

Blade Runner, Minority Report, Total Recall

of Texas at Arlington (ARRI) have col

and A Scanner Darkly, which is slated for

laborated on the lifelike robot, which was

release in March 2006.

featured among numerous other futuristic

Tennessee Urban Forestry Council and the Tennessee Federation of
Garden Clubs.
So what does this mean?
"It's a recognition of having a variety of trees maintained at an
appropriate level of maintenance," said Calvin Strong, director of
building and landscape services at the U of M.
An arboretum in Tennessee is defined as a public area where a
significant amount of woody vegetation in tree form is cultivated
for educational, scientific and/or aesthetic purposes, according to
Strong. Tennessee currently has 39 arboretums, which vary in size
from 30 different species of labeled trees to more than 120 tree
species. These designated areas must be staffed with full-time
employees and volunteers and open to the public. In addition, the
trees must be properly labeled for educational purposes.
The main campus boasts about 2,300 trees, which didn't make

Healthy news

The U of M has won several awards for the appearance of its campus
landscape. It recently was certified as a Level 1 arboretum.

"It was not nearly as easy of a process as you might think," said
Strong.
The U of M is aiming for a Level 2 certification in the next two
years, which requires 60 labeled trees and a self-guided map. The
campus has a jumpstart on that process: it already has a self-guided

finding 30 different species too difficult. U of M horticulturalist

map for the first 30 trees, which can be obtained at the Facility

Joellen Dimond spearheaded the project, identifying the trees for

Operations Office in the Herzog Building.

tagging and properly arranging each site for the presentation to

"People are always calling to ask, 'What kind of tree is that?"' said

a team of four committee members from the Tennessee Urban

Strong. "Well, now they will know what kind of trees at least 30 of

Forestry Council.

them are."

They're perfect!
Students from the University of Memphis' Loewenberg
School of Nursing scored a 100-percent passage rate on

Thompson plays key role
in Supreme Court shuffle

the December 2004 National Council of State Boards of
Nursing Licensure Examination (NCLEX).
All nurses in the U.S. and its territories must take the
NCLEX, which demonstrates competence to practice
nursing at the entry level. Passing the NCLEX is one of the

Fred Thompson, a former U.S. senator, actor and University of Memphis alumnus, has landed

requirements for obtaining a nursing license.

one of the biggest roles of his career. After retiring from the U.S. Senate in 2002 and pursuing an

In addition, the Loewenberg School's Master of Science

acting career, Thompson (BA '64) in July personally accepted from President Bush an assignment

in Nursing program has been fully accredited by the

to oversee a Supreme Court nominee through the Senate.

Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education without
recommendations for the maximum period.

The appointment followed Justice Sandra Day O'Connor's surprise announcement that she

u of M nursing students posted perfect scores on a national nursing licensure exam

would retire from the Supreme Court after 24 years of service.

The Loewenberg School of Nursing offers bachelor's

Thompson, 62, was elected to the Senate in 1994 to step in for the remainder of Al Gore's term.

degrees and Master of Science in Nursing degrees. The undergraduate program is accredited by the National League lor Nursing Accrediting

Re-elected in 1996, Thompson traded his career on Capitol Hill for one in Hollywood in 2002.

Commrssron and the Commission on Collegrate Education in Nursing. Graduate and undergraduate students benefit from exceptional learn-

His talents as an actor have landed him numerous film and television roles.

ing opportunities at health-care agencies in the Memphis area, including 10 major hospitals.
4
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Play (soft)ball!

Kansas City, here I come

coach Windy Thees shedding a tear over

success.

the recent National Hockey League's labor

Dobson became the first U of M soccer player to ink his name
to a Major League Soccer professional contract when he signed
with the Kansas City Wizards earlier this year.
'There is a scarcity of left-footed players in the MLS, so that

Dobson was signed to the 28-man roster of the Wizards after
he was picked up as a Discovery Pick in late winter. He says the
biggest difference between college and the pro level is the over

in either or both of the developmental or regular league games.
"With an expanded regular season and the first year of the
reserve league play, the opportunity for young, talented play-

position in the Memphis starting lineup
for nine of U of M's 10 tournaments. Of

on TV this year than ever before," said

his 29 competitive rounds, he shot eight

Thees. "It's been great exposure for our

sub-par rounds and five rounds of even
par. The Tiger and Lady Tiger teams
both finished the C-USA tournament
in seventh place. Stacey Tate was

have to rely on an NHL shutdown or TV for

ers such as Daniel has never been more abundant," said Wizards'

team.

the University will field its first-ever softball

selected to the women's Third Team
Windy Thees will lead the Lady Tiger softball
squad into its inaugural season.

Though he is now at the pro level, Dobson said he hasn't forgot
ten his roots.
"Playing here, playing for coach Grant helped me grow so much
as a person and a player," Dobson said.

College and State University Jan. 6 to start

team and postseason appearances by the

the U of M program from scratch. While at

basketball squad allowed the University to

four-year Tiger career with an 89-41

GCSU, she coached the school's softball

move forward with the plan of adding an

mark in singles and a 63-34 mark in

program to the finals of the national NCAA

additional women's sport.

"In throwing the shot put, you can use two different approaches: the shuffle and the spin,"
said Lee. "When I started out, I was a shuffler, but now I am a spinner."
Lee has used the technique to spin herself into one of the top throwers in the country. She
set school records in both the shot put and the weight throw during the indoor season and

guided to a 12-11 record by first-year

challenges have been only having three
months to recruit and not having a field or

uled for May. Eight other C-USA schools

stadium," said Thees.

field teams. Postseason play is similar to
what college baseball offers, with regionals,

it* Memphis senior track and field
athlete Daniel Kiss garnered two
Conference USA Men's Athlete of the
Week honors for his world-class caliber

the short time — she signed 12 players,

super-regionals and a College World Series.

performances in the 110m hurdles.

including two junior college All-Americans,

The squad will have seven scholarships

With his time of 13.49 in a victory at

to the squad. And even though it will be

available the first year, 10 the second and

the first season, she expects her team to be

12 the third season, according to Thees.

competitive.
"I believe we'll have the talent, but team

and we won't know that until we get the

the [spin] technique a little better," said Robinson. "My goal for her is to make the finals in the

third team honors. The Tiger team was
head coach Paul Goebel. The Lady Tiger

Athlete of the Week.

"She will continue to improve over the next couple of years as she begins to understand

doubles. Spence, meanwhile, garnered

team finished 5-14.

chemistry is what makes you successful,

shot put in the mid-1990s, believes Lee can make an impact at the international level.

conference honoree after capping his

Campus. The completion date is sched

finished 10th at the NCAA indoor championships. She was also a Conference USA Women's

Track and field coach Kevin Robinson, himself an All-American when he competed in the

The team will play in a $1.5 million

Bucewicz was a second-team, all-

stadium that is being constructed on South

The new head coach made the most of

record-breaking performances in the shot put last indoor season.

tennis team following the spring season.

ated by bowl appearances by the football

"Coming in [to Memphis], the biggest

Lee became the U of M's first-ever female track and field All-America selection after several

it* Senior Alex Bucewicz and junior
James Spence both were named to

Florida State, was hired from Georgia

Div. 2 championship.

whirling moves on the field speak for themselves.

All-Conference squad.

the Conference USA All-Conference

Thees, who played collegiate ball at

general manager, Curt Johnson.

Gail Lee doesn't have to put a spin on her track and field accomplishments: She lets her

6

All-Conference at the end of the spring
season. Fortin-Simard filled the No. 1

ESPN2, there's been more college softball

their dose of college softball. That is when

Spinning it

Junior Gail Lee became the U of M's first
female All-America selection in track and field
last spring for her several record-breaking
performances in shot put.

Freshman team as well as Third Team

Daniel Dobson was signed to a Major League Soccer contract last
winter, making him the first U of M player signed by the 10-year-old
professional soccer league.

something every day."

as Dobson. Coaches have the option of playing team members

Softball's gain.

Come February 2006, U of M fans won't

"The touches, the passes, everything on the field moves much

more playing time for younger, more inexperienced players such

named to the Conference USA All-

sport."

all quickness of the game.

The MLS began a developmental league this season that offers

of the Memphis men's golf team was

season: Hockey's loss has been college

hockey not being shown on ESPN and

his talent, he has a promising future."

after majoring in sports management. "As a rookie, I am learning

it* Freshman Keven Fortin-Simard

problems that quieted pucks this past

"With the NHL shutdown and with

helped him along," said Tiger head coach Richie Grant. "And with

quicker than in college play," said Dobson, who graduated in May

Briefs

You won't see new U of M softball

Daniel Dobson's left foot has put him on the right path to

team on campus and start practicing,"
Thees said.
The U of M for several years has dis
cussed adding softball. Revenue gener-

First pitch is scheduled for Feb. 11 when

Arkansas State, Kiss broke the Memphis
record in the 110m hurdles for the
third time during the season and
automatically qualified for the World

the Lady Tigers take part in a tournament at

Championships this summer. A foot

Ole Miss.

injury kept Kiss, ranked second in the
country in the event, from competing in
the NCAA championships.

For the latest in Tiger
and Lady Tiger sports, visit
http://gotigersgo.collegesports.com

shot at the Olympic trials in 2008."
SUMMER 2005
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A U of M alumna brings massage into patients' rooms
at St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.
But this treatment involves more than just back rubs.
Think whoopee cushions. Think Three Stooges.
Think relief from pain and anxiety.

Laughter
is the best
medicine

BY CARRIE L. STREHLAU

gist and lead researcher for the study. "There is
some evidence to suggest that a brief, positive
experience impacts your ability to tolerate negative
experiences. And it may serve as a stress buffer, as
well as an antidote against the physical effects of
stress."
Funded by a National Cancer Institute grant, the
project is the result of two earlier pilot studies. St.
Jude researchers looked at techniques that kids
could use during the day and that were transport
able to their hospital rooms. The most well-liked
and widely used techniques the researchers identi
fied were massage and humor therapy.
The study is a randomized design. In the first
group, children receive a massage three times a
week along with humor therapy interventions. The

U of M alum Beth Gray is leading a study to see if humor and massage therapy can
reduce stress in children undergoing stem cell transplants at St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital.

second group receives the same interventions, as
well as massage and relaxation therapy sessions for a participat

nauseated, be in pain or not be in the mood to have a massage,"

ing parent. The relaxation imagery is related to competence in

she says. "We are flexible. We let the children know that they are

parenting so they can feel more confident in parenting an ill

in charge."

child.

For the parents, Beth brings a special table into another room

"We bring the parents to a room with a big, soft, comfy recliner
For Beth Gray, laughter may traditionally be the best medicine, but a
massage is a very close second. As lead clinical research associate at St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital, Gray is working on a project to explore
whether massage and humor therapy reduce the stress of children undergo
ing stem cell transplants.
Gray (MS '02) earned an undergraduate degree from the U of M's
University College in fundamentals of personal health management and con
tinued her education in health management. While trying to juggle a hectic
schedule of graduate classes, Gray felt a personal need for stress manage
ment. "I decided to see if massage therapy would help me," she says.
The positive benefits of massage supported Gray during some of her more
stressful times.

the portable massage table with fresh linens into the parent room,

focus on their breathing and help them to relax each muscle

andI also have my CD player with relaxing music and some very

group. Then we encourage them to imagine a safe and peaceful

light lotion," Gray says.

place before beginning the relaxation imagery."
The third group receives standard care. Tc

articipate in the

so I eventually enrolled in massage school in the evenings," she says. "That
was a very busy time for me, butI felt strongly that learning massage therapy
skills would provide me with an important stress management tool."
The diligent studying and massage training paid off in 2002 when Gray
was hired as lead clinical research associate in the Behavioral Medicine
division at St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.
"I felt as if I had somehow been transported to this perfect job," Gray says.
"All of that training was exactly what I had needed."
"We're asking the question about whether brief, positive experiences

"Parents seem to be so appreciative of the chance to relax
because of what they're going through," Gray continues. "Parents

study, a patient must be 6 to 18 years of age and undergoing a

carry so much stress to stay on top of what they are required to

stem cell transplant from a matched sibling, mismatched family

do. This offers them a time to take care of themselves, which is a

member or an unrelated donor.

new concept for many of the parents."

"What we're doing here is complementary in nature," Gray

From the results of the study, researchers will later be able

says. "It is not meant to replace any of the medical treatments.

to examine the physiological effects of humor and massage on

We want to show some things that could help improve a patient's

patients and focus on the mechanisms by which these interven

and parent's quality of life."

tions produce positive outcomes.

Gray is also responsible for coordinating study results from

"I appreciated how effective massage therapy was in managing my stress,

and performs a full-body massage for about 30 minutes. "I take

with dim lighting," Gray says. "We encourage the parents to

For Gray, earning her degree through the University College

the other participating institutions in Toronto, Philadelphia and

allowed her to have an integrated education that would eventu

Columbus, Ohio.

ally prepare her for her job at St. Jude.

"WhenI go in the child's hospital room,I let them know it's

"My experience with the University College was so positive

massage time," she says. "I usually have my CD player with

because it allowed me to think outside the box to create my own

relaxing music.I always ask the patient if it's OK to have a mas

degree program, which gave me a more rounded educational

sage that day. If they say yes,I start with their hands, then arms,

foundation," she says. "Working at St. Jude with this interven

legs and feet, shoulder, neck, scalp and back. But it is all based

tion study fulfills my desire to have a satisfying career that could

on what the child allows."

make a positive difference in the lives of stressed children and

According to Gray, some children fall asleep and others want
to keep an eye on everything. "Sometimes the child may feel

their families. So, when they say follow your passion, I feel as if
that's what I've done." ^

might serve as a sort of medicine," says Dr. Sean Phipps, clinical psycholo
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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BY JAMIE PETERS

People's voices began fading into an

to the point were you don't understand

with a number of research efforts that

indecipherable blur of sound for Anne

what people are saying, and that's very

explore the equally enigmatic develop

Reed in the 1980s, but the ring of the

frustrating," says Reed. "And where you

ment of human speech. One such study,

her alarm clock still remained sharp and

are talking to someone and you only hear

Dr. Kimbrough Oiler's work in infant

parts of what people are saying. And I

vocal development, further underscores

didn't like to be like that."

the innovative and wide-ranging work

distinct every morning.
When Evelyn Mills attended her
teacher organization's meetings in the

'v.

-j. i*'& k /m

The same goes for Mills, who ulti

professors are conducting at the U of M

mid-1990s, she often would have to pull a

mately decided to take action by getting

school, which is headed by Dr. Maurice

friend over to the corner of the room after

fitted for hearing aids at the University

Mendel, dean.

ward. Words that had once sounded loud

of Memphis' School of Audiology and

and clear now came across muffled, and

Speech-Language Pathology (AUSP) in

Mills needed her friend to repeat what

2002.

others had said during the sessions.
Reed and Mills can recall the first

Both women are also participants
in studies conducted by Dr. Robyn

moments of when their hearing began

Cox, a professor at AUSP, that aim to

to fade with vivid precision. The two

improve hearing aid fittings among users.

women have a condition that is one of

Participants donate their time for a primary

the most common ailments among older

reason: to benefit younger generations.

adults: hearing loss. According to the

"I feel like everybody should do what

National Institute on Deafness and Other

they can to help future generations com

Communication Disorders, one in three

ing along," says Reed. "Maybe by testing

people older than 60 and half of those

my hearing they can do more with hearing

older than 85 have experienced hearing

aids for the people coming after me."

loss.

As Cox investigates issues orbiting the

Mills (BS '45), a retired high school

short-circuiting of the mysterious wiring

teacher since 1988, initially hesitated to

inside the human ear, AUSP also bustles

All ears
Evelyn Mills isn't alone in her initial
hesitancy to get fitted for hearing aids.
Technology has evolved to the point
where in-ear hearing aids are basically
invisible; yet the perception that hearing
loss means people are past their prime
and have difficulty functioning in social
situations still persists, says Cox.
"It's just a disorder that has a huge
stigma associated with it, and that's a
cultural thing," says Cox.
In addition, high costs, which can run
between $5,000 and $6,000 for a pair of
hearing aids that often only last five years,
can be prohibitive to many prospective

seek treatment despite the urging of her
friends.
"I was afraid to just pick somebody out
of the Yellow Pages because I had heard
so many horror stories about people get
ting treatments that didn't do anything,"
she says.
In addition, Mills' hearing deterioration
was a blow to her self-image. "I didn't
want to do it," says Mills, 82. "You know
how people are: You don't want to admit

How can the lives of hearing-aid wearers be improved?
What are the meanings behind the sounds that infants produce vocally?
Professors at the U of M's School of Audiology and Speech-Language
Pathology are finding new ways to answer these questions through
several ambitious studies.
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that you've got to have hearing aids. This
is part of it — it may be vanity."
Reed, who recently turned 80, also
postponed getting hearing aids until
1995, although she began to experience
gradual hearing loss in 1980. "You get

SUMMER 2005

Dr. Robyn Cox has developed scientific questionnaires and continues to test methods for
improving fittings for hearing-aid users.

clients, Cox emphasizes. Furthermore,

"I am coming from a place where if we

"It wasn't speech at all, and to char

many people who have made the pricey

can be more specific on the ways we put

acterize it as speech sounds at all was to

investments aren't satisfied with the prod

hearing aids on people, we can improve

misportray it," says Oiler.

uct. "Even a really excellent hearing aid

their level of satisfaction," says Cox.

In a lab located on the fourth floor of
the Regional Medical Center in downtown

can't give people back the good hearing

"We're still not going to give them normal

that they had when they were in their 20s

hearing ever. I'm sorry. I wish we could.

Memphis, a research team led by Oiler

But that is not going to happen because

meticulously analyzes every vocal sound

and 30s," Cox says.
But Cox believes more steps can be
taken to improve the fitting process.
Cox's research revolves around two

nobody can fix the sensory receptors that

emitted by babies ages 3 to 6 months old

are broken in there."

in a playroom setting. Four cameras in the

Along these lines, Cox is conducting a

room record the baby's actions; a wireless
microphone concealed inside a special

primary areas, the first of which she has

study funded by the Eriksholm Research

been pursuing for more than 20 years.

Center in Denmark that looks at how peo

vest records the baby's vocalizations in

This specific focus involves developing

ples' abilities to process sound evolves in

the Infant Vocalization Laboratory, which

scientific methods for measuring to what

different ways over their lifetimes.

opened in 2002.
"These vocalizations are not some kind

extent hearing aids help people in their

The central query of the Eriksholm

everyday lives. Cox has developed a num

study, which is funded by hearing aid

of triviality," says Oiler. "They're very

ber of scientific questionnaires designed

manufacturer Oticon, is whether mea

to get to the root of people's hearing prob

suring the speed a person processes

important."
Squealing, growling and all the sounds

lems from different points of view, includ

changing stimuli will allow audiologists

in between that a baby expresses during

ing the Abbreviated Profile of Hearing

to program hearing aids more precisely,

the first months of life reveal the estab

Aid Benefit. This 24-item questionnaire

resulting in a better fit.

lishment of a neurological foundation for

is considered by audiologists to be one

"That's kind of the question," Cox

of the most widely used self-assessment

says. "Can we specialize our fittings more

tools to gauge hearing.

appropriately by doing the measurements

vocal production, which is critical to the

is absolutely critical as a foundation to

we talked about before — for example,

babbling," in which the infant produces

formation of speech, says Oiler.

talking," Oiler says.

squealing — for multiple purposes.

repetitive syllables that start to resemble
speech, according to Oiler.

The study was funded in 2004 as a

Among all the primate species, the

Unlike the nonhuman primates that have

human infant is the most altricial, which

to produce the aggressive vocalization in

before we ever fit them with the hearing

Institutes of Health and is co-directed

means it is the most helpless at birth

the aggressive circumstance and nowhere

ested in how these events connect with

aids?"

by associate professor Dr. Eugene Buder,

because it requires the longest period of

else, the human infant can squeal as a

later events about vocal development,"

care.

complaint or squeal as an exultation. And

he says.

on people's overall perceptual abilities

five-year research project by the National

that attempt to bore down to a patient's
individual issues and qualities in order

Cox's other research comprises studies

to more successfully fit him or her with

The research aims to access some

who examines the details of infant sounds

hearing aids. The audiogram is the gen

of the untapped powers of hearing aid

and finds quantifiable ways to character

eral instrument clinicians use to judge a

technology. "We can do more with hearing

ize them.

person's auditory capability through the

aids than we know how to do," says Cox.

use of headphones and a series of tones.

"There's a lot of technical capabilities out

But it's also an imperfect means to iden

there — a huge amount."

tify a person's needs, says Cox.
"People that have the same audiogram
may have different problems, different
lifestyles, and we know that they will have
different needs in their daily lives," says
Cox. "They have different problems that
they want to address. If we ask them what
are the three things you want most out
of hearing aids, they'll give you different
answers."
As a result, Cox is focusing on pin
pointing a person's specific problems
above and beyond what the audiogram
can measure in studies that Reed and

Dr. Kimbrough Oiler and a team of researchers are observing and studying the cryptic vocal sounds that infants emit, which are critical to establishing
a foundation for talking.

Baby talk
Trying to interpret all those squealing
and growling sounds that a 6-monthold baby emits as actual speech is like
translating a rooster's crow into "Have a
nice day."
That was the flaw in the thinking among
researchers who attempted to "shoehorn"
the sounds of infants into speech-like cat
egories before key advances were made in
the mid-1970s, says Dr. Kimbrough Oiler,
who holds AUSP's Chair of Excellence.

"And consequently we think the

on the same day within a few moments,

"Obviously, in the long run we're inter

The complexity of this area of study

vocalizations of the human infant are so

the human baby can switch from using a

necessitates that it will continue long into

elaborate precisely because infants are

vocalization for one emotional purpose to

the future.

those very first months of life is that they

competing among each other for atten

utilizing it for another."

can control their vocal tracts," Oiler says.

tion," Oiler says.

"What the baby is proving to us in

One key conclusion the research team

"There isn't expectation that this work
will be completed in my lifetime," says

"They can produce sounds up the larynx,

To observe an array of infant sounds,

continues to gather an increasing amount

Oiler. "This is a life's work for me, and a

make the vocal chords vibrate in various

the research team intentionally alters the

of evidence in support of is that the

continued effort for students and col
leagues into the future."

ways, and they can create contrasts of

baby's surroundings, including situations

sounds serve as voluntary indicators of a

sound. A series of squeals and a series of

when the infant's mother is in the room

baby's well-being and fitness. Infants who

growls indicates their ability to produce

but is focusing her attention elsewhere

express abnormal vocalizations may have

ensures the research at AUSP loudly

sounds on purpose."

as if she is talking to someone else, and

aberrations in patterns of development,

rings with relevance to everyday human

periods when the baby is alone.

according to Oiler.

functions that are as complicated as they

This is significant because the human
is the only species of primate that shows

"The reason we have these kinds of

this sort of control over the vocal appa

circumstances is that we want to evalu

ing the bridge to an infant's later vocal

ratus, and the human infant shows that

ate the sense in which the baby produces

development, says Oiler. As a result,

This work is important in establish

And that's the type of dedication that

are natural. ^
AUSP is seeking adult volunteers for

kind of control in the first five months

vocalizations freely," says Oiler. "One

the research team plans to observe the

hearing studies. If you are interested,

after birth. "So we're reaching the strong

of the most interesting things that we've

participating infants during the first

please call 901/678-5848.

conclusion that the human infant in those

observed very clearly is that babies can

30 months of their life through a later

first months is developing something that

utilize these categories of sound that

stage of vocal development, "canonical

Mills have participated in.
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Never mind the estimated record sales

during live performances. These alumni

ing his horse on the field," says Williams.

at more than 1 billion, the countless

— who all are Memphis natives — spoke

"To me, when I was a kid, that wasn't a

impersonators or the legions of fans who

about the ins and outs of their jobs in

big deal. Elvis and I had the same dentist

make the pilgrimage to Graceland every

preserving and perpetuating the King's

as well, so Elvis did not seem that big of a

August to commemorate the anniversary

legacy.

deal to me at the time."

of Elvis Presley's death. Perhaps one of
the most telling indicators proving that
Elvis transcended rock-star status to
reach the rare heights of an American
icon is the grilled peanut butter and
banana sandwich. When minutiae such
as a celebrity's quirky culinary favor
ite become common knowledge around
the globe, the enduring legacy of Elvis

Sharing Elvis' dentist
When Scott Williams was a child,
the mention or sighting of Elvis barely
elicited more than a passing glance or
a shoulder shrug. In fact, for Williams,
Elvis sightings were as mundane as a trip
to the dentist when he was 8 years old in
the early 1970s.

Not until years later did Williams begin
to realize how inextricably his city was
tied to Elvis' devoted fan base.
"Whenever you travel and say you're
from Memphis, people ask, 4Oh, have you
been to Graceland?"' says Williams.
If Williams were to answer that now,
his response would be, "Almost every
day." Williams has served as manager
of marketing and communications at

Presley is undeniable.

Elvis Presley Enterprises for five years

If celebrity is an intersection of innate
qualities such as charisma and talent

following a career path that includes

and the lucrative economic returns they

positions in the marketing departments

generate, then the immensity of Elvis'

at ServiceMaster and Baptist Memorial

success is incalculable. One common

Health Care. Williams, who earned his

measure is the continued popularity of

bachelor's of arts in advertising from

Graceland. When it opened as a tourist

the U of M in 1989, was perusing The

attraction in 1982 five years after Elvis'

Commercial Appeal newspaper to make

death, some critics pronounced that its

sure that a listing for an artist opening in

viability would quickly fade with the

his marketing department at Baptist was

King's appeal.

accurate when he spotted the ad for his
current position. "It looked interesting,

Those critics were wrong. Graceland
attracts about 570,000 visitors a year

and so I applied for the job and got it,"

and plays a vital role in Memphis tour

says Williams.

ism under Elvis Presley Enterprises Inc.

Since then, Williams, overseeing the

(EPE), which also generates significant

four-person marketing department, has

royalty and licensing fees associated with

guided the development of high-profile

Elvis-related products, music, movies and

sweepstakes promotions through partner

videos. Several University of Memphis
alumni hold key positions at the company,
helping run a business that revolves
around the Tupelo, Miss., boy who grew
up to become the defining image of rockstar cool. Elvis is an American legend
who not only changed the landscape of
music, but also stirred up social contro
versy with his then-risque hip gyrations

SUMMER 2005

ships with CBS and TV Guide related to
As a child growing up in Memphis,
Scott Williams shared the same dentist with
Elvis. Now, he is manager of marketing and
communications at Elvis Presley Enterprises.

Literally.
"Being a person who was born in
Memphis, I used to drive down Elvis
Presley Boulevard on my way to the
doctor's office, so I actually saw Elvis rid

the mini-series Elvis. This series aired
during the television sweeps period
in May with the documentary Elvis by
the Presleys. Williams also oversaw the
sweepstakes with the Lifetime network
associated with the Broadway play All
Shook Up as part of the company's push
to increase its female fan base. The

I
For instance, there was the time when

company also continues to enhance its
Web site, a key strategy for building a

Batson had been with the company for

younger fan base. The efforts include new

several months, and Graceland was cel

additions such as "The Elvis Insiders"

ebrating the release of the Elvis postage

for dues-paying members, which includes

stamp on the King's birthday in January

a Web site at www.elvisinsiders.com. The

1993.
"They had a tent set up and we were

club, which has more than 5,000 mem
bers at an annual membership fee of

doing crowd control for the midnight cer

$29.99, enables fans to access to a Web

emony," says Batson. She began talking

camera that allows viewers to look outside

to a woman with a heavy accent. Batson

Graceland as Elvis often did — through

asked the woman where she was from.
"She said, 'I'm from South Africa,"'

his second-story bedroom window.

recalls Batson.

"As good marketers, we in this depart

"I said, 'Oh, what are you doing in the

ment want to make sure that we position

States?'

Elvis in the right way as new generations

"I came for this," the woman said.

come along," says Williams.
This year the company also pursued
a new avenue for drawing more people

Barbara Batson, director of accounting for EPE, has seen the fervor of Elvis fans up close when
working at Graceland during Elvis Week in August.

to see the lasting magnetism of the Elvis
since that the devotion of some Elvis fans

as part of a larger regional experience to

how are you?' And something stopped

has no limits."

international visitors, including not only

me. I saw tears coming down their faces.

downtown Memphis, but also nearby large

And that was probably the moment I got

cities such as Nashville. "A lot of people

it. I really understood how Elvis affected

stations were strategically placed along

including the assumption of some debt. In

to capitalize on the Elvis specials that

the long and winding line of fans pay

the first three months of 2005 alone, Elvis

ran on CBS. The spots ran via satellite

ing tribute to Elvis' gravesite behind the

Presley Enterprises generated nearly $5.8

Through a fan's eyes

on Dish Network channels that target

Graceland mansion. "They can't get out of

million in revenue — $3.4 million from

women, including Lifetime, HGTV and

Graceland was not just a home but also

line because they'll lose their place," says
Batson.

Graceland operations and $2.4 million

a playground for Elvis and his friends and

the Food Network.
And there are still many more notes to
strike when it comes to offering the public
new reasons to visit Graceland, says
Williams.
"There's enough content that we have

in royalties and licensing streams. CKX

family. Elvis often purchased hundreds

Fans inevitably approached the table

also expanded its portfolio by acquiring in

of dollars worth of fireworks, and Roman

with a common question of "How much is
the water?"

March the proprietary rights to the IDOLS

Candles served as artillery in "wars"

television brand, including the American

in Graceland's backyard. He also raced

Idol series in the United States.

three wheelers and go-karts, often shred

"It's free," Batson told them.
Not the typical words that you expect to

Of course, the CKX acquisition was not

ding Graceland's carefully manicured

in warehouses, in archives, in files that

hear from an accountant, but then again,

we could share content for eternity and

only good for Batson's career, but it also

landscaping, according to the book,

working at Elvis Presley Enterprises isn't

set the stage for the perfect verbal come

a typical job. Batson joined the company

Graceland: The Living Legacy of Elvis

back. Earlier this spring Batson reminded

Presley.

in 1992 after an answering a blind ad in

her son of what he said back in 1992:

never run out," he says.

Accounting for Elvis
Every August thousands of Elvis fans
travel to Graceland to commemorate the
anniversary of the King's death in 1977.
As director of accounting, Barbara Batson
(BS '90) spends the majority of her time
crunching numbers, but Elvis Presley
Enterprises' "manager on duty" program
involves a different type of work-related
transaction. During one typically steamy
Memphis August at Graceland, Batson
was working the candlelight vigil for
Elvis, which occurs every August 15, the
night before he died. Five to six water

Elvis Presley Enterprises sales manager Shirley Davis Conner works to bring tourists from all over
the world to the region.

phenomenon firsthand: "I've learned

to Graceland. In April it ran its first
TV commercials, two 30-second spots,

This key realization enabled Batson

a newspaper. At that time her 16-yearold son had some words to say about his
mom's new gig. "Mom, this whole Elvis
thing is going to die out," he told her.
Although company officials concede

Mom, this whole Elvis thing is going to
die out. Talk about eating your words.
Now that Elvis Presley Enterprises is
part of a public company, the account

As sales manager for EPE, Shirley
Davis Conner (BA '87) has been pitching
the Graceland experience to tour opera
tors, travel agents and tourists for
13 years.

ing department of nine staff members

But Conner has a confession to make.

that finding ways to cultivate Elvis fans

has spent numerous weekends this year

"As a lifelong Memphian I had never

among younger generations is a perennial

preparing financial data to meet CKX's

been here until a couple years before

challenge, Elvis Presley Enterprises has

reporting deadlines to the Securities and

I started working here," Conner says.

continued to grow and diversify, including

Exchange Commission. All this can some

the purchase of the Heartbreak Hotel in

"Growing up here you always take for

times seem detached from the fervent fans

1998. New York-based media and enter

granted what's in your backyard."

clamoring at the gates of Graceland out

tainment company CKX Inc. acquired the

side, but Batson has plenty of experiences

hundreds of thousands of visitors a year,

that keep her connected to the passion of

and it's Conner's job to promote Graceland

company in March in a cash-and-stock
transaction estimated at $114 million,

Elvis' backyard continues to attract

the fan base that drives the business.
SUMMER 2005
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will associate Elvis with Memphis, but

so many people; touched so many people.

they don't know all the other great things

That was probably my first experience

that are around here, so a large part of

with true Elvis fans."

our job is just to educate them about the
region," Conner says.
In one such experience Conner traveled

Whether it's number crunching, mar
keting or sales, the jobs of these U of M
alumni boil down to ensuring that Elvis'

with a group of Elvis fans to the King's

star keeps shining for current and future

birthplace in Tupelo, Miss., during Elvis

fans. Just like any business, the execution

week. The early-1990s road trip led to a

is the hardest part, even if these profes

moment during Elvis Week that made an

sionals make it seem effortless. Maybe

indelible impression on Conner.

they're just taking a page from Elvis when

"During Elvis Week I had volunteered
to chaperone the group down to Tupelo to
[Elvis'] birthplace," says Conner. "So we

in 1956 he revealed the secret behind his
electrifying live performances:
"Some people tap their feet, some

had a day trip down there. I got to know

people snap their fingers, and some

some of the Elvis fans on the trip. They

people sway back and forth. I just sorta

were great, and we joked and had a great

do 'em all together, I guess."

time. On the 15th — candlelight night
— I walked up to see meditation garden
because I didn't get to see it the year
before with all of the flowers — I had only
heard stories. When I was walking around
I saw a couple of the ladies who were on
this Tupelo tour just a couple days before.
And I started to say something like, 'Hi,
17
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Her students are sometimes deaf or seriously hearing-impaired.
But that hasn't stopped U of M alumna Rita Santi Grivich from
adding a little drama to their lives.

Members of the Deaf Drama Club at White Station take part in stage
productions ranging from The Miracle Worker to Deaf Side Story.

is, "Sincere praise, and lots of it, can
move mountains," isn't afraid to push
As a first-year teacher, Rita Santi
Grivich s first students knew more about
the subject matter than she did.

students' humor with her own background
in drama to create a unique learning
opportunity — a drama club for deaf stu

"I noticed it was good for the kids to be
recognized for their strengths, not their
weaknesses," she says.

The former University of Memphis

dents. Founded in 1973, the Deaf Drama

English major filled a critical void as a

The club is based at a school with

Club at White Station High School is the

teacher of hearing-impaired students at a

extensive resources for deaf and hard-

nation's oldest club of its kind for public

of-hearing students. For parents wish

Memphis high school in 1970.
~My first day [to communicate with
them J, I wrote on paper to the kids,"
Grivich says.
She told them that she was going to be
their teacher that year.
"I got more of an education from the

student*," she says. "They taught me sign
language.**
Grivich (BS '68) enrolled in deaf
education classes during the next three
summers to gain the skills needed to com
municate effectively with her students.
After sharing her name sign with other
educators of the deaf, Grivich realized she
had a group of comedians on her hands.
The motions Grivich s students taught her
for her sign name were for the word "rat,"
her colleagues informed her.
She wasn't hurt or disappointed. She
laughed and a light bulb went off. Grivich
thought of a way she could combine her

high school students. Grivich points out

ing that their secondary-level deaf or

that the club is for hearing-impaired stu

hearing-impaired students be served by

dents as well as hearing students, some
thing she calls "reversed mainstreaming,"
in that hearing students join a club made
up of predominately hearing-impaired
students.
'The hearing join our club and learn
our language," she says.
The students use signs, pantomime,
dance, acrobatics and music to produce
an annual variety show or original play, as
well as special performances in the com
munity. ith input from her students and
colleagues, Grivich writes the scripts and
directs the shows.
Grivich believes deaf or hearingimpaired students who have difficulty expe
riencing classroom success can find it in
the theatrical arena. Often this, in tum, will
have a positive impact on their schoolwork.

a department staff, White Station is their
only option in West Tennessee. About 50
deaf or hard-of-hearing students attend
the school, which provides courses taught
by teachers using sign and voice and
interpreters for students who are mainstreamed with the school's traditional
students. Having a club specifically for
hearing-impaired students is empowering
and eye-opening for the hearing members.
Everyday classroom experiences and
her students' challenges are inspiration
for the club, Grivich says.
111 see something spark with a kid,
and 111 write it down in my blue notebook
for next spring," she says.
Grivich was so moved by one student
who was embarrassed to wear his hearing
aid that she cast him as the scarecrow in
The Wizard of Oz. Grivich, whose motto

her students out of their comfort zones.
Her scarecrow became one of the most
popular guys in school after he gained

Rita Santi Grivich founded the Deaf Drama Club in 1973 and still coordinates the club's
productions each year. It is the longest running program of its kind in the United States.

confidence through acting.
Grivich said her deaf students blossom

which forced the other actors to remember

on the stage. The students who dream

how important visual cues are for deaf

of being in the spotlight finally have the

actors.

chance. She creates or selects plays and

"It just gets in your blood," Weiner
says. "It's in her blood."
For this enthusiasm, Grivich has been

And as much as Grivich's directing is

recognized as among the best teachers

skits that educate the audience about

aimed at providing new and creative ways

in Memphis. In 1999 she received the

deaf culture and highlight her students'
talents.

for her students to shine, an underlying

Rotary Award for Teacher Excellence.

For instance, Deaf Side Story educated

goal is bridging the gap between hearing
students and deaf students.

the audience and school community about

"They learn respect for one another.

And when she's not teaching or direct
ing, Grivich is thinking about it. She
keeps her acting abilities in tune and

the tension that often exists between deaf

They learn that there is more that brings

hones her directing skills by appearing in

and hard-of-hearing individuals. Grivich

them together than separates them,"

local productions. She's been influential

says the main reason for the play was to

Grivich says.

in the Memphis community by serving as

sensitize the school's administration and
others about problems within the deaf
culture.
"The principal, at that time, didn't
quite understand deaf culture," Grivich
notes.
Grivich collaborated with White
Station's drama department to produce

Former student Sheri Weiner says
Grivich changed the course of her life.
"She's actually the reason I do what I
do," says Weiner, who is an audiologist in

an interpreter at cultural events. Grivich
has been the volunteer interpreter at Holy
Rosary Catholic Church for 20 years.
Working with the deaf has become a

Nashville.
In 1971 as a sophomore, Weiner

love affair for Grivich.

was invited to Grivich's classroom by

the language of sign is," she notes.

a friend who tutored hearing-impaired

"I am always in awe of how beautiful
Grivich says her students constantly

The Miracle Worker, the story of Helen

students. Now Weiner owns Hearing

Keller's life. To approach authentic

Services of Tennessee and serves on the

"The deaf don't understand that we are

ity, Grivich had the student who played

advisory board of American Hearing Aid

in awe of how they can do so much," she

Helen perform without her hearing aids,

Associates.
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amaze her.

continued on page 26
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BY GREG RUSSELL

University of Memphis star running back DeAngelo Williams
heads into the backstretch in his bid for the Heisman.

RACE FOR THE

HEISMAN
Are you a NASCAR fan?

get old, he says, you know

It [artificial turf] is a lot

I am now.

to appreciate these things,

faster than grass and makes

but when you're younger you

cuts a lot more crisp. I don't

may not really appreciate it. I

have to worry about high grass

mentioned as a candidate for

am trying to enjoy it, but the

or low grass — the surface will

the Heisman?

whole thing still hasn't hit me

always be the same. I love it. I

just yet.

am looking forward to it.

How does it feel to even be

Go ahead, fast-forward

individual award. A Tiger

The U of M has already

home game against Ole Miss

up for it automatically. But

Sept. 5.

for me [playing at a school

ing to me. I never imagined

The whole thing is amaz

into the future — it doesn't

player as a Heisman Trophy

unleashed the clever Race for

hurt to imagine. It is early

winner? You can pinch your

the Heisman campaign (www.

without a national football

I'd be in this position. It still

One national publica

December in New York City,

self, but this is no dream — it

racefortheheisman.com). But

reputation], if someone from

doesn't seem real. But I can

tion likens your abilities to

you enjoy college life. What

and DeAngelo Williams has

could happen if the cards fall

playing well on national TV

were considered a long shot

one of the big schools is a

tell you it has been a pleasure

former Auburn star Carnell

do you do when you're not

already been named as one of

just right.

and a seven- or eight-win sea

for the Heisman. Going into

1,200-yard rusher, it means I

being mentioned with the

"Cadillac" Williams (NFL

playing football or attending

son by the team might be the

the fall, many people still feel

have to pick up 1,600 or 1,700

likes of Eddie George, Jason

first round draft pick). How do

classes?

yards to have a chance.

White, Desmond Howard. To

you feel about that compari

win it would mean a lot to

son?

five finalists for the Heisman

No question that Williams

DeAngelo, last season you

You've said before that

Trophy. The emcee is at the

has to post similar astronomi

formula that kicks Williams'

it will be hard for you to win

podium, he opens the enve

cal numbers as he did last

bid into overdrive. And just

the trophy playing for a school

lope and announces, "The

year — 1,948 yards on the

making it to New York would

without a national reputation

winner of the 71st Heisman

ground; 22 rushing touch

be prize enough.

for football. What will have to

car-themed campaign the U of

of Memphis. I want it for the

draft this year. I'd say I am

going to Hawaii or to the

Trophy is ... "

downs (tops in the nation).

happen for you to take home

M came up with?

fans.

just like Cadillac if it comes

Bahamas. When you road trip

down to getting drafted so

with people on the team, to

high and making his salary.

like Atlanta or Arkansas, the

The charismatic Williams

But more importantly, the star

recently stopped by The

but with the 2005 season

tailback has to find a way to

University of Memphis

upon us, Williams has already

win over the 900 or so sports

Magazine's offices to offer his

established himself as a

writers and former Heisman

legitimate candidate for col
lege football's most coveted

OK, so we won't jinx him,
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the Heisman?
A lot of what you have to do

Are you happy with the race

the University and to the city

When I first saw it, my jaw
dropped. Jennifer [Rodrigues,

Has it really hit you that

to win the Heisman depends

U of M director of athletic

you are getting so much

perspective on the Heisman

on what school you go to. If

media relations] did a great

national attention?

winners who vote on the

campaign and the upcoming

I went to an SEC school and

job coming up with the race car

award.

season, which kicks off with a

rushed for 1,500 yards, I'd be

idea. It's perfect. It is clever.
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Coach West tells me to enjoy
these things now. When you

He was in the top five of the

My teammates and I, we
take road trips. Road trips are
the best. They're better than

things you encounter and the
The Liberty Bowl has

things you and your team

installed artificial turf. Does

mates go through, you can't

that change your game?

get anywhere else — crazy

DeAngelo and his offensive line, dubbed the "Pit Crew." Back row: Devin Gardner, Brett W. Russell, Andy Smith, Philip Beliles, Willie Henderson,
Abraham Holloway, Jared McGowan, John Cianciolo, Michael Denning and Stephen Schuh. Front row: Clayton Presley, Bobby Garafolo,
Greg Billingslea, DeAngelo Williams, Andrew Handy, Blake Butler and Brandon Pearce.

things. We can turn anything
into a joke. You never know
where youre gonna end up,
what's gonna happen. That's
the fun part of it. In the NFL,

So you are on course to
graduate?

I'm on pace to graduate ...
it will happen in December or
next spring.

it'll be a little different. Their
road trips aren't like ours.
A road trip to them is like
three in a limo. With us, we're

Are you still an accounting

drastically.
What else do you do in your
spare time?

We play a lot of pickup

They said they had a harsh
schedule, and they told me
they consider us as one of their
hardest games. I was like,

I've changed to marketing.

What will be the team's
most improved area?

At wide receiver, we're going

after the South Florida game
— that took care of her cancer.
She is fine.

faster.

Your son, Jacobi, was a
toddler last summer. How is

made me feel good.

he doing?

What about on defense?
The team seemed to have

What is your outlook for the
upcoming season?

some porous areas last year.

I think we'll be a lot more

Jacobi is 2 now, and he

model race car to be the centerpiece of the campaign. The resulting "DeAngelo car," complete with

I'm trying to break him from

Tiger blue and gray colors and Williams' number 20 painted on the side, has been overwhelmingly
successful.

already been named to some

in every game we go into

on defense. With coach [Joe

that doesn't involve hitting,

campaign when it was announced in early summer. ESPN.com, CBSSportsline.com and Foxsports.
com were just a few of the online outlets to pick up the story.

All-America lists and you've

except against UAB, UT and

Lee] Dunn, you never know

spitting or a ball. Something

attended some award ceremo

Marshall. Two of those three

what we're going to do. I put

non-aggressive.

nies. What has that been like?

are on the road. UAB has

my faith in him.

I just got back from the

side.

Are you fully recovered
from your injury?

with Derek Hagan, the wide

The team lost most of the

— we're trying not to get hurt.

receiver from Arizona State.

offensive line to graduation.

tell Tiger fans?

I believe this will be our best
fans to experience it. We need

to be exhausted. Revenue generated from the sale of the cars went into the U of M's general fund.
"We wanted something with a 'wow' factor and I believe we've accomplished that," Rodrigues

Do you have any concerns

After it happened, I played one

sport.

Heisman winner and the quar

over that?

more series before I came out.

More fans in the stands means

front of me are guys that I am

each other.

used to playing with — I have
run behind them in practice for

I also had a chance to meet
a pair of Tennessee play

a couple of years, and I have a

ers, Jason Allen and Jesse

lot of confidence in those guys.

tant thing to me. When I leave

Mahelona. We were talking

They will get the job done

here, I want to have something

about our upcoming game

up front. We'll be as good or

with a logo on it, a degree.

against them and they said

better.
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members, including members of the Football Writer's Association. Tiger fans were given the opportu

it is completely healed up.

Matt Leinhart, last year's

door. We grew kind of fond of

Rodrigues had 3,550 of the cars produced, with 1,100 designated for local and national media
nity to buy into the car, too — 2,450 were offered to the public It took just four days for the supply

It was a broken fibula, and

But we hate to lose in any

The guys that will be in

that a media member would keep and maybe even give to his kid," Rodrigues says.

season ever, and I want all the
everyone to be in their seats.

terback from USC, was next

At least 30 newspapers in major cities across the country carried some mention of the unique

"We wanted something that wouldn't go straight to the trash; something that would sit on a desk,
Anything you would like to

always been the thorn in our

it is more of a finesse game

Money is not the most impor

Williams from other Heisman hopefuls, when she struck upon the idea to create a NASCAR-like

loves playing with his football.

mature and more aggressive

emony in Phoenix. I roomed

last season.

Rodrigues had spent several days looking for something unique, something that would separate

I feel we'll be favored

against non-football players,

money and literally run with it

thinking, 'These cars really need to be dusted,' that is when the idea hit"

In the preseason, you've

Playboy All-America cer

if you'd entered the draft after

media relations. "I was walking by my entertainment center at home and besides the fact that I was

that. We want to do something

basketball. If we're playing

You could have taken the

When Jennifer Rodrigues went searching for an idea to promote DeAngelo Williams for the
Heisman Trophy, she didn't have to venture too far from home — literally.
"My husband collects the Dale Earnhardt die-cast model cars," says the U of M director of athletic

to be a lot bigger and a lot

"Times are changing." That
major?

college students on a budget
so everything is trimmed up

something that interested me.

Campaign revs its engines

more adrenaline pumping.

says.
Williams says the car theme "is just perfect"

It gives us that extra boost to

"I am the car, coach West is the driver and my offensive line is the pit crew," quips Williams.

and that had to play on your

win. We're like race cars. The

Williams rushed for 1,948 yards last season and led the nation with 22 rushing touchdowns.

thoughts. How is she doing

fans keep us gassed up; they

Despite projections that he could have been a late first-round pick in the NFL draft, Williams decided

now?

keep us going. ^

to return to Memphis for his senior season.

Last year your mom was ill

ESPN's Mel Kiper says Williams will be "one of the top five players to be selected in the 2006 NFL

Mom is doing great. She

Draft and the No. 1 running back to be taken."

had surgery last year right

The U of M's DeAngelo for Heisman online site, complete with a close-up look at the car, is at
www.racefortheheisman.com.
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The Wright
Inspiration
She makes no claim to genius, but this U of M alumna's
way with words might prove otherwise.

page. Once I was accepted into an MFA

— will bring back not just the rhythms of

at an Ivy League university, a respected

program in writing, I felt I had begun

speech, but the vocabulary as well."

poet and editor for a publishing company.

the slow process of learning to write.

Then things got even better for C.D.

It's impressive enough to he a professor

BY GABRIELLE MAXEY

PIETER M. VAN HATTEM

U of M alumna
C.D. Wright

videographer, a

the Guggenheim

painter, a furniture

Foundation and the

maker, a musician, a

Bunting Institute.

printer, a designer."

She was a visit

Another endeavor,

ing professor of

The Lost Roads

the University

Often her poems take on issues of

Project: A Walk -in

of Iowa Writer's

My thesis was published as a chapbook.

social importance. "It is important for

Book of Arkansas,

workshop in 1997.

Wright last fall when she was named a

Breaking into print is an important part of

me to be interested in what I am doing.

was a multi-media

The University of

fellow of the Mac Arthur Foundation. The

the pact."

The social importance of a given work

exhibition that toured

Arkansas presented

may or may not be built in. If it's not,

the state for two years

her with the Citation
of Distinguished

poet and professor in the creative writing

No single description seems to capture

program at Brown University was one of

Wright's work. "She is an experimental

then it doesn't have an obvious role in

and included a book,

23 winners of the five-year "genius grant"

writer, a Southern writer and a socially

the writing. If issues, such as the issues

reader's map, video

Alumni in 1998.

worth $500,000 with no strings attached.

committed writer, yet she continuously

surrounding incarceration are present in

and audio compo

The next year she

Wright (BA '71) is the first U of M gradu

reinvents herself with each new volume,"

the subject, they'll be present in the text.

nents.

received a Lannan

ate to receive the award.

the MacArthur Foundation wrote when

The more charged the subject, the more

announcing the award.

pressure I put on the writing to think

laborated with

Wright also has

expansively."

photographer Deborah

been a lecturer

"I am conflicted about almost
everything, but I am thrilled with the
MacArthur," Wright says. "My friends,
my colleagues have been very gener

Her works have included Translations
of the Gospel Back into Tongues, Further

Wright also has composed two reader's

Wright has col

Luster on several

Adventures With You, String Light,

maps, one of her native Arkansas and one

books, including One Big Self, a study

Tremble, Just Whistle, Deepstep Come

of her adopted state, Rhode Island. "I

claims to genius. I have just undertaken

Shining, One Big Self: Prisoners of

first heard of literary maps when I was a

of inmates at three prisons in Louisiana.
"Our relationship to art is an extension of

interesting projects and have commit

Louisiana and her latest, Cooling Time.

student one summer at a girls' school in

our friendship," Wright says. "Deborah

ted to using 'the best words in the best

Just Whistle, Deepstep Come Shining and

Mississippi," she says. "It was not lost on

Luster is getting a lot of attention now

order.'"
The MacArthur Program recognizes

One Big Self are book-length poems,

me that people in Mississippi were proud

for her photographs, as she should. A

extended works rather than distinct

of their writers, identified with their lit

conversation across mediums obviously

the importance of creative individuals to

poems or a collection of poems.

erature, and that there was even a literary

provides a whole new dimension to writ

Wright's poetry often is rooted in her

map of the state." She learned about the

ing. My poetry adheres more and more to

selected through a confidential process.

Arkansas childhood. "Memphis was the

Works Progress Administration's Writers'

mixed genre qualities. Poetry is a space I

No one applies, and no interviews are

first city I lived in, period. It was my first

Project division, which created the guides

have occupied long enough now to know

conducted.

city. I loved the town," she says. "The

to the states, and later she was awarded a

it is always changing, and some of those

accent, the idiom, the phrasing is not as

fellowship from the Wallace Foundation

changes may make it unrecognizable as

pronounced as it once was, but it's in the

that required a public commitment. "I

poetry to some readers, but it is still lan

ous." But, she adds modestly, "I make no

society. Candidates are nominated and

"I've been writing poetry since I
was in my mid-20s," says Wright, who
also earned a master's degree from the

traces of everything I write. And with lon

knew immediately I wanted to work on

guage-driven and employs many strate

University of Arkansas. "It's an inevi

ger works — the subject of a book-length

Arkansas letters," Wright says. "I was

gies grounded in poetry."

table progression for a heavy reader, but

poem such as Deepstep Come Shining

able to commission other artists to help

some readers never quite commit to the

or One Big Self: Prisoners of Louisiana

— a folklorist, a photographer, a
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

Wright remembers fondly some of the
professors she had at the U of M, espe

SUMMER 2005

Literary Award.

in poetry at San

cially those in French, sociology and
philosophy. "They were all charismatic

Francisco State University and a visit

teachers, but I was not a very assidu

ing faculty member at the Burren School

ous student," she says. "I was interested

of Art in Ireland and the University of

in my friends, and I am friends with all

Cincinnati.

of them today. I dedicated my new and

Along with her husband, Forrest

selected poems, Steal Away, to those

Gander, she edited Lost Roads Publishers

friends. We were very stimulating com

for 25 years. They now have turned Lost

pany for one another, and we ate books,

Roads over to two West Coast editors.

just ate them."

Gander is a poet, translator and professor

During her career, Wright has won a
litany of awards. She served as State Poet
of Rhode Island from 1994-98. Wright

of literary arts at Brown. They have a son,
Brecht.
As for the $500,000 MacArthur award?

was awarded the Lange-Taylor Prize with

Wright will be on leave next year and will

Luster, Witter Bynner Prize for Poetry

have a reduced teaching load for several

from the American Academy of Poetry

years. "I have a project planned for which

and Institute of Arts and Letters in 1986,

I will have the luxury of time to direct my

and in 1987 received fellowships from

energies," she says. ^
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Freshmen continue legacy
with help of scholarship
Three energetic freshmen will have assistance from

Philmont Scout Ranch in New Mexico. Robbins also served

University of Memphis this fall. Caroline P. Hemphill, John

as a team leader for SEARCH, a religious retreat for teens.

Louis Robbins and Stephen Dennis Woody are recipients

His teachers write that he is outgoing and demonstrates

of the 2005 Alumni Scholarship.

leadership potential, even organizing a study group for his

§

But Grivich's awe is nothing compared
to the great respect her former students
have for the teacher who opened doors for
them.
Jarmaine Butler, a former student,

keeps the old blood

person, regardless of my hearing loss."

Station's program. She wants them to take

Butler often returns to White Station to

part in a performance that celebrates the

help Grivich with performances. Grivich

Deaf Drama Club's best acts, the finale

says it's good for her students to see and

of which would be the club's signature

work with adults who are thriving despite

performance, a black-and-white glove

their hearing loss. But for Butler, it's

interpretation of lyrics and music put to

about making a difference the same way
Grivich does every day.

signs.
The reunion would also allow Grivich

club — a first for the Mid-South — will

named to Who's Who Among
American High School Students

ily ties to the U of M. His sister,

Kffw

Shelley Howard (BSEd '02), is
an alumna, and another sister,

tor-

Karen Woody, is a junior educa
tion major. He was a member
I

team and the Fellowship of
Stephen Dennis Woody

attended First Flight instruction at Wooddale High School.

Karen (BBA '76) Hemphill.

In addition, Woody has been active in local political cam

i '

w

be and love himself for it," Butler says.

and hard-of-hearing individuals. She

theatre as her next big project.

Brothers High School, is carrying

John Louis Robbins

borhood watch programs," writes Tennessee Rep. W.C,
"Bubba" Pleasant. His parents are Sherry (BSEd '76, MEd

Tw0
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'78) and Bobby Simmons and Dennis Woody (BSEd '70,
MEd '72).
Each scholarship is renewable for up to four years,
provided the recipient maintains a minimum grade point

Covernment Association, the

average of 2.5 for the first two semesters and 3.0 for

Debate Club, Spanish Club and
wrestling team. Robbins also

subsequent semesters. Recipients must be children or

played recreational soccer and

information on the program, call 901/678-2586 or

basketball. He earned the rank of Eagle Scout and served

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

public awareness in the election process and in neigh

his brothers,
Christopher (BA '02, MAT '04)
and Paul (MS '05), are alumni; a
U

He was a member of the Student

envisions the club offering scholarships,

paigns. "He has been a constant advocate of increased

on d family tradition by attending

third, Adam, is a current student.

So much so that any forthcoming
is contemplating organizing adult deaf

American High School Students
the Memphis Aviation Professionals essay contest and

"We became part of her world, whether
says. "It's just her life."

Christian Athletes. Woody was
recognized in Who's Who Among

pilot's license. She is the daughter of Dewey (BA '68) and

JHI
' Jpi W

we were hearing-impaired or not," Weiner

of the junior varsity wrestling

for his essay writing talents. He also was a winner of

•

Grivich's work.

retirement may not end her work: Grivich

is crossing her fingers that the alumni

If|

attending the U of M, Hemphill plans to earn her private

Robbins, a graduate of Christian

Her former students feel this won't end

is a "much-needed" alumni club of deaf

new students beg her, and she always

and voted "Senior Most Likely
to be Remembered." Hemphill

exciting to see, since seniors tend to want to slide." While

happen by next June.

an opportunity to establish what she says

with help from areas businesses. Grivich

Woody, a graduate of Bolton
High School, also has strong fam

participation to the class, she shows me a work ethic that's

"I want to feel the joy she feels when

mances will be her last. But each fall,

Robbins (BSEd '76, MEd '78).

one of her teachers, "She not only brings enthusiasm and

she sees a student become all that he can
Every year, Grivich thinks the perfor

of the Key Club and Mu Alpha

proven that he can handle them," writes a guidance direc

understanding among people of different faiths. Writes

her retirement hinges

students who have come through White

tor. He is the son of Michael C. (BA '79) and Janet Orians

of Memphis and hosted a student from Northern Ireland

career, Grivich says

uniquely," and how to "value myself as a

ambassador and a member

as part of the Ulster Project, a program designed to foster

After a 25-year

dream to have a huge reunion for all the

lenge of more demanding courses his senior year and has

participated in Bridge Builders

going," says Grivich.

him "not only how to act, hut how to act

St. Benedict at Auburndale
School where she was a student

well as the swim team. She was

Caroline Hemphill

"The new blood

on one thing — it's her

AP biology class. "He has been willing to accept the chal

M

gives in.

wrote in a letter that Grivich taught

Hemphill is a graduate of

Theta math honor society as

Above, members of the Deaf Drama Club use white gloves and sign lan
guage to interpret a song during a performance called Do Right. At right,
Deaf Drama Club member Rodrickus Jones performs "Hit the Road Jack"
as part of a variety show.

had?"

as his troop's crew chief when they completed a trek to

the U of M Alumni Association when they enroll at the

1

says. "How do you miss what you've never

MPHlM

grandchildren of Alumni Association members. For more
800/678-8729.
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As outstanding teachers,
U of M alumni RATE
University of Memphis alumni again dominated the 2005 Rotary
Award for Teacher Excellence (RATE). Nine of the 10 honorees hold
at least one degree from the U of M. RATE recognizes outstanding
classroom performance among Memphis City Schools educators.
Winners are nominated by their peers.
Recipients included Karen Anderson (BSEd '76, MEd '90),
special education teacher at Ridgeway High; Lisa Bailey (BSEd '78,

ONLINE SERVICES AT WWW.MEMPHIS.EDU/ALUMNI
• Tigers doing business with Tigers
• Online Alumni Retail Store (coming Fall 2005)
• Alumni and friends monthly e-mail newsletter
• Calendar of alumni events throughout the country
• Alumni events photo gallery
• Web pages for each club and chapter
• Links to other U of M Web sites

Elementary; Dr. Shirley Hilliard (BSEd '74, MEd '77, EdD '97),
counselor at Caldwell Elementary; Angela Milam (BSEd '97), kin
dergarten teacher at Cordova Elementary; Nancy Parker (BSEd '83,

RECREATION, TRAVEL AND ENTERTAINMENT

MS '86, MEd '94), science laboratory at Wooddale Middle; and Dr.

• Tiger Treks trips to out-of-town football and basketball games
• Tiger Treks worldwide educational tours (coming Fall 2005)
• Premium pricing at alumni club/chapter events
• U of M Department of Theatre and Communication performances
(half-price individual tickets and $5 large group tickets)
• Discounts at Pat O'Brien's on Beale Street before
every Tiger home basketball game
• YMCA (half-off joining fees at select locations)
• Discounted tickets at special Alumni Night athletic events

Margaret Pittman (BSEd '77, MEd '80, EdD '00), science teacher at
Downtown Elementary.
The recipients were honored at a banquet at the Cook
Convention Center in April. Each winner received a $750 check for
educational improvements.
This was the 24th year for the awards.
The University College of the University of Memphis honored

From 2001-04, Arwood was assistant fire chief for Collierville. The

Richard B. Arwood, director of Memphis Fire Services, as its 2005

suburban fire department has 67 employees and five fire stations

Outstanding Alumnus at a reception in May.

serving 42,000 people. Before moving to the Mid-South, he was

Arwood (BPS '81, MPA '83) was appointed director in 2004. He
leads fire and emergency medical services for the 1,800-member

director of the Iowa Fire Service Institute at Iowa State University.
Arwood earned two degrees from the U of M, a bachelor's degree

Memphis Fire Department. With an annual budget of around $110

in fire administration and a master's degree in public administration.

million, the department protects a population of some 700,000

He also has a bachelor's degree from Christian Brothers University.

with 54 fire stations.
"Richard Arwood was a great choice by the University College

Arwood is an honors graduate of the Executive Fire Officer Program
at the National Fire Academy (NFA) in Maryland, where he received

alumni board to receive its alumni award," says Dr. Dan Lattimore,

the Outstanding Research Project Award. He is an adjunct faculty

vice provost for extended programs. "He is a superb role model

member at the NFA and part-time instructor at the U of M.

for our fire administration students as well as the working firemen

Arwood is a member of the National Fire Protection Association,

in our area. In addition to his visionary leadership with the Fire

the International Association of Fire Chiefs, the International Fire

Department, he is a leader in his church and in community

Training Association and the National Society of Executive Fire

activities."

Officers.

Arwood is a career firefighter and former division chief with the
department, retiring in 1997 after 25 years of service. He served as

He is married to Mary Lou Wafler Arwood; they have two grown
children, Betsie and Tim.

a fire service analyst, instructor, company officer, fire suppression

Tigers doing business
with Tigers
Would you like to promote a special discount
to other Alumni Association members? If so, the
Alumni Association will post your business infor
mation at www.memphis.edu/alumnidiscounts.
Simply e-mail your complete business contact
information and discount description to
alumnievents@memphis.edu with "Tigers doing
biz with Tigers" in the subject line. You must
be a current dues-paying Alumni Association
member to use this service.

CAMPUS PRIVILEGES
• 10% Discount at Holiday Inn at the U of M (restrictions apply)
• Discounts at Tiger Book Store
• Access to the Alumni Center
• Library special privileges card
• Continuing Education discounts

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
• Future Freshmen (to be launched Fall 2005)
• Backpack to Briefcase (to be launched Fall 2005)
• Official University Ring program (to be launched Fall 2005)

FINANCIAL & CONSUMER PROGRAMS
• Family eligible for Alumni Association Scholarship
• U of M Alumni Association/BANK ONE credit card
• Group health and life insurance
• Nelnet loan consolidation partnership

CAREER SERVICES
• Career Encounters shadowing program
• Access to the U of M Career and Employment Services
• Access to job listings
• Access to U of M Experience e-Recruiting Network
• Career/Internship, Graduate School and Education Fairs
• Resume and interview workshops
• On-Campus Interviews

For more information, call (901) 678-ALUM

chief and finally chief of training.
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KEEPING IN TOUCH
• E-mail forwarding services for recent graduates
• Special events and ceremonies
• The University of Memphis Magazine
• Memphis Alumni Association office support
• Nationwide alumni clubs and chapters

'00), fourth-grade teacher at Fox Meadows Elementary; Lori Enos

Feaster (BSEd '81, MEd '90), second-grade teacher at Downtown

Fire director is University College's top alum

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

MEd '91), counselor at Richland Elementary; Allyson Chick (BSEd

(BSEd '87), kindergarten teacher at Richland Elementary; Fredha

Richard B. Arwood (BPS '81, MPA '83)
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University support
The U of M is honored by the contributions

Another project will be creating models

Board. Roger, a noted ophthalmologist, is

of imaging sensors. "The primary purpose

on the board's development committee

is to use them for design enhancement,"

and chairs the pre-med advisory board. He

it* The Herff College of Engineering has

said Halford. "We use them in deciding

mentors pre-med students and conducts

received a $1.2 million federal grant to

whether or not a proposed modification

pre-med interviews. The Roger L. Hiatt

establish a Center for Advanced Sensors,

is cost-effective, instead of building and

Family Pre-Health Endowment will fund

which, among other things, will be used

then comparing, which is a very expensive

a program for pre-health students which

of all its donors, including the following:

Mark your
calendars for
these upcoming
Tiger events
Come home for Homecoming. This

might include mentoring and networking, a

year's festivities will include an even bigger

Technical partners include the Army

luncheon, speakers series or career fair. The

parade, pep rally and party Friday, Oct. 21.

Research Laboratory, the Office of Naval

role of this program is to offer advice and to

The parade will begin at 5:30 p.m. and will

the Department of Electrical and Computer

Research, and the Army's Night Vision and

stress ideals and goals of students enrolled

circle the campus, ending with a pep rally

Engineering," said Dr. Carl Halford, profes

Electronic Sensors Directorate.

in pre-health sciences.

and party. Hot dogs and hamburgers will be

by Herff scientists to develop new imaging
devices that have military applications.
"This will change the research nature of

approach."

available, as well as activities for kids.

sor and principal investigator on the project.
"The military has a need for imaging sen

it* Frank Z. Jemison Jr. and Dr. Jeanne

it* Cargill Global Scientific Resources

sors."

Jemison made a gift of $30,000 to the

donated $20,000 to the Chemistry

Department of History in honor of Frank's

Department to assist with the purchase of a

Association will celebrate Homecoming at

sive sensors to target terrorists and other

mother on her 80th birthday. The gift

500 MHz NMR spectrometer. The depart

the True Blue Barn Bash at Liberty Bowl

aggressors, the center's research will focus

will fund the Dr. Peggy Jemison Bodine

ment received a grant from the National

Memorial Stadium. The fun begins at 11

on active sensors. "We may now be able

Endowed Dissertation Fellowship award.

Science Foundation to purchase a 400

a.m., two hours before game time. Stop by

to light up the target with an active source

Bodine earned three degrees from the

MHz spectrometer. The Cargill gift allowed

the barn and enjoy live music, barbecue,

to see things that perhaps we haven't

U of M: a bachelor's degree in English in

an upgrade to a 500 MHz model, which

drinks and activities for the kids. At halftime

been able to see before and operate at a

1965, a master's in history in 1974 and a

provides enhanced sensitivity and better

the Alumni Association will present the True

safe wavelength where we can't be seen,"

PhD in history in 1992. She taught in the

resolution.

Blue Tradition Award.

Halford said.

U of M's Department of History and

While the military already uses pas

On Saturday, Oct. 22, the Alumni

Join us for the Tiger Trek/Memphis

H? The Center for Multimedia Arts (CMA)

Committee for the Humanities.

and the Center for the Study of Rhetoric

in Knoxville Pep Rally! The University

The award will be given to outstanding

and Applied Communication (CSRAC),

of Memphis Alumni Association is hit

full-time doctoral students in history who

in collaboration with St. Jude Children's

ting the road to watch the Tigers take on

have completed all course work, passed

Research Hospital, received an $83,000

the University of Tennessee Volunteers in

urban terrain that requires more advanced

their comprehensive exams and received

grant from the Greenwall Foundation.

Knoxville. The True Blue Tiger Trekkers will

monitoring of deployed personnel.

approval of their dissertation topics. The

Researchers from the CMA and CSRAC are

take a coach bus from the Alumni Center

The center also will be working with

award recognizes outstanding achievement

working with St. Jude physicians to develop

Friday, Nov. 11, and return Sunday, Nov. 13.

terahertz concepts, a technology similar

in scholarship and professional accomplish

a digitally interactive tool to help parents

to radar. Many common materials and

ment. Frank is owner of Alco Management;

of patients understand cancer treatment

living tissues are semi-transparent and

Jeanne is a physician in private practice.

processes more thoroughly.

researchers at Vanderbilt University and
University of Alabama-Huntsville to develop
the technology.
The war on terrorism is often fought in an

For details on a pre-grame pep rally, call
901/678-2586.
For more information on pricing or
to reserve your place for the trip, call

have terahertz "fingerprints," allowing them
to be imaged, identified and analyzed.

it* Dr. Roger L. Hiatt and Nancy Hiatt

the Alumni Office at 901/678-2586 or

Applications include checking for concealed

made a commitment of $30,000 to host

800/678-8729.

weapons at airports, inspecting packages,

an annual program for Pre-Health Science

and conducting facilities security.

students. The Hiatts are members of the

It's a win-win situation for both the U of M and nearby residents of Arkansas and

The Tennessee Board of Regents has approved a proposal that will waive out-of-state
tuition costs for residents of Crittenden County, Ark., and Desoto, Marshall, Tate and Tunica
counties in Mississippi. The bill takes effect this fall and should result in higher enrollment
figures for the U of M.
"This is a major step forward for the University of Memphis, but especially for the people
who live in the five MSA counties," said Dr. Shirley C. Raines, president of the U of M. "They
can now take advantage of the education available to them from a comprehensive university
that is geographically close to their homes."
The change means that academically qualified students who attend the U of M from
anywhere in the Memphis Metropolitan Statistical Area will not pay out-of-state tuition, which
currently is more than $13,000 per year. Tuition for Tennessee residents at the U of M for
academic year 2004-05 was $4,480 per year for undergraduates and $5,450 for graduate
students.
More than 600 students from the affected counties are currently enrolled at the University,
and U of M administrators estimate that under the new program, that figure will more than
double within four years.
Information about admissions requirements and enrollment under this new program is

College of Arts and Sciences Advisory
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More students "in"
as U of M reaches out
Mississippi.

was resident historian for the Tennessee

Scientists at the center will work with

More students within the greater Memphis area including residents from nearby counties in
Arkansas and Mississippi will be able to attend the U of M as in-state tuition-payers because of a
new TBR bill.

available at 901 /678-6721 or at www.memphis.edu/border.pdf
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Chapters & Clubs
For more information, contact

all journalism alumni. Update

for senior nursing students in

alumni coordinator Mindy

your records at the Alumni and

April. Seventeen health-care

for members at the Alumni

Gregory at 901/678-2333 or

Friends Self Service at www.

recruiters were in attendance

Center in May. Attendees were

mindygregory@memphis.edu.

memphis.edu/olumniweb.

to meet with nursing students

Arts and Sciences
The chapter held a reception

New officers are Paul Jewell

invited to get involved in the
chapter by volunteering on one
of several committees. If you
are interested in lending your

Business and
Economics
In July the Fogelman College

while graduating seniors

(BA '78) president; Mark

presented their final projects.

Thompson (BA '80), vice presi

The alumni board awarded first

dent; and Chris Gadd (BA '00),

place to Susan Pickren (BSN

secretary.

'05) for her project "Caring

skills and talents, or have ideas

of Business and Economics

on other ways to reconnect

Alumni Board hosted a recep

alumni or support the col

tion for members of the FCBE

Outstanding Alumni Banquet

Greatest Impact Award was

lege, contact any of our board

Alumni Chapter. If you would

Oct. 13 honoring Jarvis Greer

given to Stephanie Reeves

members or alumni coordinator

like to become a member of

(BA '79), Shirley Downing (BA

(BSN '05) for her project

Emily Jones at 901/678-1782

the chapter, join the Alumni

'71) and Al Westland at the

"Preventing Falls: Knowing

or emilyjones@nnemphis.edu.

Association online at www.

Racquet Club of Memphis.

the Obstacles." Both prizes

memphis.edu/olumni or call

Reserve your tickets by calling

were awarded at the pinning

901/678-2586.

901/678-2686.

ceremony May 5. If you are

AUSP
The chapter hosted a

The club will hold its

Mark your calendars. The

Can Comfort and Cure." The

interested in getting involved or

Law

reception in May for its spring

chapter's Alumni Day luncheon

graduates. More than 70 guests

will be held Sept. 27 on the

attended the popular event

U of M campus. This event is

class of 1970, '75, '80, '85, '90,

held at the Speech and Hearing

always highly attended and is

'95, '00 or '05? Make plans

Center on Jefferson. Check out

a great place to meet other

to attend your School of Law

pictures from the event online

successful Fogelman alumni.

class reunion Nov. 4-5. Friday

The Theatre and Dance

at www.memphis.edu/olumni-

For more information or to

evening all of the classes will

Club is kicking off its first year

club/home/alumnigallery.htm.

make reservations, call 901/

gather for a reception. Saturday

and needs your help. One of

678-2586.

morning the classes will meet

its goals is to update contact

at the Law School for breakfast

information for all theatre and

and a three-hour CLE course.

dance alumni. Update your

Saturday evening each class will

records at the Alumni and

Engineering Alumni Chapter will

hold an individual event. For

Friends Self Service Web site,

be hosting a table at this fall's

more information, visit the

www.memphis,edu/

Law Reunion Web page,

olumniweb. If you would like

www.memphis,edu/olumni/

to get involved in the initial

lowreunion.html, or call alumni

planning phase, contact Josie

coordinator Leah Prost at

Helming at 901/818-4598.

The AUSP chapter is look
ing for a few graduates who
would like to give back to
their alma mater by becom
ing board members. The
time commitment is minimal,
but the impact is huge. The
chapter hosts four receptions
each year — three for the
graduating seniors prior to
Commencement and one for
alumni during the Mid-South
Conference on Communicative
Disorders. The board also
publishes an annual newsletter.
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Engineering
The Herff College of

Barn Bashes.

Journalism
The club hosted a phonathon in June to obtain its con

Are you a member of the

would like more information,
call Mindy Gregory at
901/678-2333.

Theatre and Dance

901/678-2586.

stituents' most recent contact
and employment information.
One of the club's goals is to
update contact information for

Nursing

Band
The Bandmasters

Half Century Club
The Half Century Club will

U of M friends and alumni

would like more information
about the event, contact Emily

Championship will be held

host its annual Homecoming

living in the Chicago area

Jones at 800/678-8729 or

Saturday, Oct. 29, at Liberty

reception Friday, Oct. 21, at the

were invited to Navy Pier in

emilyjones@memphis.edu.

Bowl Memorial Stadium. This is

Alumni Center at 635 Normal

June to see researchers from

an annual event for junior high,

Avenue. If you graduated 50

the University's Institute for

middle school and high school

years ago or more, make plans

Intelligent Systems as they

marching bands. The event is

to attend and visit with old

presented their work at Wired

of your True Blue Tiger Family

Nashville
Meet and greet members

planned and produced by the

classmates. For more informa

magazine's three-day celebra

the last Thursday of every

band chapter and staffed by

tion or to RSVP, call 901/678-

tion NextFest. The researchers

month at 6 p.m. at Corky's, 100

both alumni and U of M band

3119.

worked with a team of artists,

Franklin Road in Brentwood.

writers, engineers and literary

If you would like to receive

scholars to create a robot of

e-mails about future events in

Philip K. Dick, author of the

Nashville, contact Emily Jones

members. It features exhibition
performances by novice bands
and championship competition

Atlanta
Thanks to those who

by top high school marching

attended the Coach Joe Lee

novels and shorts stories that

at 800/678-8729 or emily-

bands from throughout the

Dunn visit at the home of Paul

served as bases for the films

jones @memphis.edu.

southeastern United States.

and Sherrye Willet in May.

Blode Runner, Minority Report,

For information, go to www.

Guests enjoyed barbecue

Totol Recoil and A Sconner

tigerbondolumni.com.

and a question-and-answer

Dorkly.

The chapter is raising

Tampa/Orlando
The club will be host a
tailgate party before the

session. Dunn also signed a

Houston

Tigers battle the University of

money for 25 new color guard

football, which was raffled off

uniforms for the upcoming fall

at the annual summer picnic.

marching season. These new

Proceeds from the raffle will

party before the Tigers take

would like to receive e-mails

uniforms will cost $125 each.

help fund the inaugural Atlanta

on the University of Houston

about future events in the

Your donation will sponsor the

Book Scholarship.

Cougars Oct. 16 at 6 p.m. If

Tampa and Orlando area, or

you are living in the Houston

would like more information

purchase of one guard uniform

In June the True Blue Atlanta

The club will host a tailgate

Central Florida Oct. 8. If you

for the upcoming season. To

Tigers held their annual sum

area, be there for food, fun

about the event, contact Emily

make your contribution or to

mer barbecue at Hammond

and fellowship. If you would

Jones at 800/678-8729 or

view the newly designed uni

Park. Many Memphis gradu

like to receive e-mails about

emilyjones@memphis.edu.

form, visit the Band Alumni Web

ates were on hand to devour

future events in Houston or

site, www.tigerbondolumni.

Corky's barbecue while bidding

com. Make checks payable to

on silent auction items. The

the University of Memphis Band

proceeds raised from this auc

Alumni Chapter and mail to:

tion will help fund the Atlanta

University of Memphis Band

Book Scholarship.

Alumni, Attn: Mary McCollum,

The Atlanta Alumni Club

treasurer, 10375 Herons Ridge

will meet at Barnacles, 6365

Cove, Lakeland, TN

Peachtree Industrial, for every

38002-8290.

televised Tiger event. Come out
Sept. 5 and watch the U of M

The Loewenberg School of

take on the Ole Miss Rebels.

Nursing hosted a career fair
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Photos submitted to The
University of Memphis Mogozine
for "Columns" must meet
minimum print requirements.
Hard copy photography should
be no smaller than 2x3 and of
original quality - no color laser
copies or inkjet outputs, please.
Electronic files should be no
smaller than 600 x 900 pixels.
Contact Gaby Maxey at
gmoxey@memphis.edu
for more information.
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1939

1967

books, Broadcasting Through

Margaret P. Ridings (BS, MAT

Crisis and the fourth edition of

'76), personnel director for the

Broadcast Voice Handbook.

city of Millington, received the

Utterback is a broadcast voice

Personnel Achievement Award

specialist and stress reduction

from the Tennessee Personnel

counselor based in Washington,

Management Association. She

D.C., where she works with

also was appointed to the State

television and radio networks,

Workforce Development Board

the Voice of America, the

by Gov. Phil Bredesen.

Pentagon Channel and other
broadcasting companies.

1968

Dr. G. Douglas Mayo

Dr. G. Douglas Mayo (BS),

Tommy Horton (BA) is editor

1971

of Cotton Farming magazine.

Judge Robert L. "Butch"

He previously worked in the

Childers (BBA, JD '74) was

Marion L. Fowlkes (BSET),

communications department of

appointed to a second term on

principal of Fowlkes and

the National Cotton Council.

the American Bar Association's

Associates Architects Inc., was

Commission on Lawyer

elected to the board of direc

Assistance Programs. &

tors of the American Institute

retired faculty member and
former director of the Center

Don Randolph (BSEd),

for Instructional Service and

superintendent of Marshall

of Architects. He is the first

County (Miss.) Schools, was

Elizabeth B. Tate (BA), chair/

Nashville architect to hold

received the 2004 Traces

inducted into the Northwest

CEO of Signet Inc., was named

a seat on the AlA's national

Award from the University

Mississippi Community College

one of the Top 10 Women in

board.

of Memphis Association of

Sports Hall of Fame. Randolph

Business by Memphis Woman

Retirees (UMAR). The Traces

has been a teacher, coach and

magazine. Signet produces

Linda Booth Garner (BSEd)

Award recognizes continued

administrator for 36 years. He

corporate logo merchandise

retired from the Wilson County

professional, scholarly and

played basketball at Northwest

and apparel.

School System after 30 years of

civic achievement by U of M

before transferring to the U of

retirees. Mayo was instrumental

M, where he lettered for two

1973

Dale, now live in Wheeler,

years.

Charles Burkett (BBA), presi

Texas, where they own and

dent of First Tennessee financial

operate Da'lin Kennels. They

Research at the U of M,

in establishing the Heritage
Room, a museum that displays

service. She and her husband,

historical items from the

1969

services, was named Economic

are breeders and trainers of

University. #

Michael T. Ledbetter (BS,

Educator of the Year by the

field and bench champion

MS '70) is dean of the College

Department of Economics in

German Shorthair Pointer dogs

of Science and Mathematics

the U of M's Fogelman College

and provide full-service and

Joe Walk (BS, MA '57)

at the University of Arkansas

of Business and Economics.

custom wild quail hunts and

received the Jefferson Award

at Little Rock. He earned a

Burkett was honored for his ini

training for all pointing breeds.

from the American Institute for

PhD in oceanography from the

tiatives in integrating economic

Public Service. He was honored

University of Rhode Island and

education and financial literacy

for his efforts to achieve

held faculty positions at the

into local K-12 schools.

1954
The Alumni Association soared "Into the Blue" in
™ April as four individuals received its highest honor,
the Distinguished Alumni Award. The gala, held at
Wilson Air Center, included dinner, a silent auction
and entertainment by the New Memphis Hepcats.
£ Distinguished Alumni recipients were Maria Johnson
•_
Norris (BBA '81)
and James Thomas
"Tom" Watson (BBA
'70); Rudi E. Scheldt
was honored as
.
*
Distinguished Friend;
I* Z
|
and Jon McGlothian
(EMBA '97) was
W
named Outstanding
i f m
Young Alumnus.

Marion L. Fowlkes

recognition for Memphis police

University of Georgia and San

officers killed in the line of

Jose State University. Ledbetter

duty. Walk also has published

also served with the National

15 books, including histories of

Science Foundation for two

African Americans in city gov

years. He and his wife, Marilyn,

ernment, the Highland Heights

have been married for 33

neighborhood and Treadwell

years.

High School.
Ann S. Utterback (BA, MA
'71) was honored by the

Gloria Poppelreiter Lewis
(BSEd, MEd '80) held a book
signing in Memphis this spring
for her novel Rain on Red Clay.
The book is set in northeastern
Arkansas during World War I.
Lewis is a former director of
short courses in the Continuing
Education Department at the U
of M. She lives in Santa Fe with
her husband and is working on
her next novel.

National Press Club for her two

Photos by Undsey Lissau
SUMMER 2005
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Judge Brenda J. Waggoner

1975

(MA), a Knox County General

Hayden Lait (JD) was elected

Sessions Court judge,

president of the American

received East Tennessee State

1980

College of Civil Trial Mediators.

University's Outstanding Alumna

He has been in private law

Award. She earned her bache

practice since 1975, and began

lor's degree in 1971 from ETSU,

to focus on mediation in 1995.
Jerry Stokes (BA), an attorney

middle school teacher and bas

with the firm of Stokes, Wilson

ketball coach before earning a

and Wright, was appointed a

law degree from the University

Circuit Court judge.

of Tennessee.

1976
C. Barry Ward (JD), a mem

Rorie Trammel (BBA, MS '90)

coordinates emergency power

Kathleen Woodruff

was promoted to senior vice

restoration efforts.

Wickham (MA, EdD '99)

for the 16th Annual Southern

president for development and

Festival of Books last fall.

community relations for YMCA

1985

ate professor and granted

of Memphis & the Mid-South.

Jeff Autry (BBA) is vice presi

tenure at the University of

dent of human resources for

Mississippi, where she has

Ward Mayer (BBA), a man

where she lettered in basketball
and volleyball. Waggoner was a

Year. He also is a playwright
and served as a session host

Steve Braun

Steve M. Wherry (BA), presi

1989

was promoted to associ

aging director and financial

Jan Young (BSN) was named

adviser for Morgan Keegan &

executive director of the Assisi

Co. Inc., received the Accredited

Foundation of Memphis. She

Carla Robbins (JD) is

Freedom and Responsibilities

Wealth Management Adviser

had been programs officer and

assistant general counsel with

Committee of the Newspaper

designation from the College of

acting director at the grant-

Division of the Association for

Financial Planning, a continuing

Methodist Healthcare.

making organization since last

education provider for financial

fall. Young holds the rank of col

1986

Mass Communications and a

services professionals. Mayer

onel in the Air National Guard

Tammy R. Adair (BBA, JD

member of the Professional

has been with Morgan Keegan

and has a doctorate from the

'90) was named president of

Development Committee of

for 17 years.

University of Tennessee Health

Direct General Corporation.

the Society of Professional

Science Center.

She joined Direct in 2002 as

Journalists. Wickham has

executive vice president. Adair

written a math curriculum for

named senior adviser for public

A S Hospitality.

taught journalism since 1999.
She is chair of the Professional

Education in Journalism and

Edward L. Bryant

ber of the Glankler Brown law

dent of Cardinal Machinery, was

Steve Braun (BBA, MS '88)

firm, completed a course to

elected to the board of direc

was appointed vice presi

become a listed mediator.

tors of the American Machine

dent of Internet and channel

1982

Tool Distributors Association.

marketing for Clarke American

John K. Fockler (JD) is an

1984

also has more than 10 years

journalists for the Southern

affairs for Pfizer Inc.'s St. Louis

1974

of San Antonio. He leads the

attorney concentrating his prac

Jon Albright (BBA) is presi

of experience as a founding

Newspaper Publishers

laboratories. He serves as the

Elizabeth "Betty"

1977

company's e-commerce and

tice in elder law.

dent-elect of the Memphis Area

partner in a Memphis-based

Association based on her 2003

principal media contact for

Buchignani (BSEd) was

Sam L. Crain Jr. (BA, JD '83)

e-business activities and creates

Association of Realtors.

law firm.

book Math Tools for Journalists.

named principal of the elemen

is a member of Burch, Porter

Internet marketing strategies. <Sf

tary school at Immaculate

& Johnson, where he practices

Conception Cathedral School.

Judge Kay Spalding Robilio
(BA, JD '81) received the

written the children's book

Sandra D. Clifton (BBA) was

Scott Baer (BA) published

commercial litigation, labor and

Shlemiel Crooks, based on a

promoted to tax manager at

employment law and insurance

WMC-FM100 received the

botched robbery of her grand

Reynolds, Bone & Griesbeck.

defense.

Presidential Award for Sales

parents' wine and liquor store

Excellence, which honors the

in 1919. Olswanger, who lives

Dr. Virginia Laycock

Infinity Broadcasting's top 40

in Fairlawn, N.J., also conducts

Richard Feltus (BBA) is vice

McLaughlin (EdD) is dean

account executives.

writing workshops and pro

president and manager of the

motes books by Jewish authors.

residential construction-lending

Donna Pope (BBA, MBA

Delta State University. She lives

group at Independent Bank.

'91), corporate director of

in Leland, Miss.

Service. The Circuit Court judge
was honored for her role in
recognizing and resolving the
problem of emotional abuse. A
strong advocate for women and
children, she consistently works
to improve the public's trust of
the judiciary. <Sr
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1988

tions and community engage

Appalachian Spring: A Novel, a

Susan A. Helms (BPS, MALS

ment for the St. Louis Regional

modern story set in Tennessee

'04) received the Memphis

Health Commission. &

and North Carolina.

Business Journal's Health Care
Hero Award in the category of
community health.

Dr. Catherine HayesCrawford (BA, BSN '95) is an
assistant professor of nursing at

education in the School of

1981

Education at William and Mary.

Sandy Fletchall (MPA),

Juanda F. Rayner (BA) is

occupational therapist with

recruiting coordinator for the

Christopher T. Holmes (BBA)

Healthcare, was appointed to a

1978

Capabilities for Living Inc., is

MBA Career Management

is North Region president

committee on the Commission

FedEx Express as a financial

Frank B. Maier III (BPS) was

the first therapist in the country

Center at the Goizueta Business

of Trustmark National Bank.

on Graduates of Foreign

analyst.

named director of sales and

to be chosen a Fellow of the

School at Emory University.

Previously he was a senior

Nursing Schools.

marketing for the Community

American Occupational Therapy

Information Network. He is

Association with the designa

1983

married to the former Virginia L.

tion of Innovative Occupation-

Ginger Morgan (BA) is execu

Vandeventer.

Based Practitioner/Educator:

tive director of the Memphis

Jeff Hulon (BSEE) was named

Catastrophic Injuries. She also

and Shelby County Humane

a "modern-day technology

1979

is the first Tennessean in the

Society. She also owns a pet-

leader" by U.S. Block Engineer

and designer.

Lillian Kinney (BA) joined

last 25 years to be chosen as

themed store called Pete's

and Information Technology

Enterprise National Bank as

a Fellow of the Occupational

Treats.

magazine. He oversees electric

1987

PhD '94), associate profes

vice president in the executive

Therapy Association.

reliability for Entergy Corp.'s

Judith Johnson (BA) is

sor of psychology at Rhodes

Dan Robinson (BBA) was

largest electric utility, which

founder and principal of Judith

College, received a grant from

worked in the private banking

Billy M. Pullen (MA), an

named regional manager of the

serves more than 1 million

Johnson & Associates, a historic

the Office of Naval Research

division at National Bank of

English teacher at Germantown

Memphis Area Teachers Credit

customers in Louisiana. Hulon

preservation consulting firm.

to conduct an in-depth study

Commerce.

High School, was named 2005

Union. He oversees seven

is responsible for the con

She also is a realtor in Crye-

of expert human tutors over a

West Tennessee Teacher of the

MATCU branch locations.

struction of large projects and

Leike's Midtown office.

three-year period. Knowledge

Jefferson Award from the
American Institute for Public

Pfizer St. Louis. Bryant had
been director of communica

Joe Lackie (BSEd) of

and chancellor professor of

Judge Kay Spalding Robilio

Anna Olswanger (MA) has

Edward L. Bryant (BA) was

banking division. She previously

staffing services for Methodist

John David Willis (BS), an Air

accountant at Ernst & Young.
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Tom McCraw (BBA) joined

William C. Rhodes (MBA)

Force lieutenant colonel, was a

was promoted to president and

national finalist for the 2005-06

Disciple Design, a division of

CEO of AutoZone. He has been

White House Fellows Program.

Thompson & Co., as art director

with AutoZone since 1994.

David Terry (BFA) joined

1990
Dr. Natalie Person (MS,

37

gained from the study has the

Angela Wilson (BBA) is

1995

potential to improve exist

administrator of Memphis

Craig Cowart (JD) is a partner

ing tutoring programs and

Gastroenterology Group.

with the law firm of Lewis

promote the design of more
effective intelligent tutoring

1992

Fisher Henderson Claxton &
Mulroy.

'00) is an associate with the

2003 Clarence Day Award for

Dr. Mary (BS '94, MA '96, EdS

JoyceAnn Gardner (BFA) had

Outstanding Research and/or

'97) McCollum announced

a drawing/collage from her Gulf

Creativity, Rhodes' highest

the birth of their daughter,

Coast Series exhibited at the

McNeely Pigott & Fox Public

tor at Chandler Ehrlich Inc.

Spiderweb Inc.

Relations as a spring intern.

Amy Markham Thomas

Maria Capalad-Combs (BA)

projects manager with The

Bearman, Caldwell and

(BA) was promoted to account

joined the marketing team at

Orpheum Theatre.

Berkowitz.

supervisor at Thompson &

Grand Casino Tunica.

Berry Public Relations.

Piney Woods Juried Art Exhibit
and Competition in May. The

tor of marketing and communi

2001

event was part of the Arts Day

cations for the Better Business

Keli Allsbrooks Rutherford

Festival in Laurel, Miss.

Bureau of the Mid-South.

(BA) earned master's and edu

1996

Alonzo Weaver (MBA) was

Stephanie Murphy Toussaint
(BA) earned a law degree from
Texas Wesleyan School of Law.

Program, a $1 billion major

She is a staff attorney for the
U.S. Department of Justice
Antitrust Division.

of tools to Navy organizations
re-engineering and provides

Allison Barron (BA) joined

ager for the magazine publisher

20, 2004.

Resource Planing (ERP)

that facilitates business process

the chapter. She is a sales man

Rachel Ann McCollum, on June

officer for the Navy Enterprise

ERP provides a standard set

Shalishah Franklin (BA) was
promoted to account coordina

Gilda G. Lewis (MBA) is direc

Lt. Cmdr. Mark Wheeler (BA)

acquisition program. Navy

2004

profession and contributions to

Jamie Rugel (BBA) is special

law firm of Baker, Donelson,

Brad (BBA, MBA '97) and

is resource and requirements

1999

Trust Bank.
Charles D. Hamlett (MBA, JD

systems. Person received the

faculty research honor.

family lending division of 1st

Bobby King (BA, MA '96) is

cation specialist degrees from
Austin Peay State University.

Jeff Brightwell (BA),

named vice president of cus

Jean "Jae" Henderson (BA)

Rutherford is a school psychol

Tiger baseball play-by-play

tomer operations for Memphis

is assistant director of com

ogist with the Houston County

announcer, was named one

Light, Gas and Water.

munity affairs for Clear Channel

Schools and coaches the Austin

Radio. She also is head writer

Peay pom squad. She and her

TV/Radio Broadcasters of the

1998

of Put it in Writing professional

husband, Josh W. Rutherford,

Month for April by the College

Angela Hamblen (BA) was

writing service, head writer

live in Clarksville, Tenn.

and assistant producer for the

of three College Baseball

1994

Jean "Jae" Henderson

interoperable data elements for

a marketing manager for the

Baseball Foundation. He was

promoted to program director

acquisition, financial, mainte

U of M. He had been associ

recognized for creating innova

of bereavement and psycho

television show Deltavision, co-

nance and logistics operations.

ate director of advertising and

tive ways to involve coaches

social services at Baptist Trinity

founder of a collegiate planning

president of sales for NovaCopy

Hospice.

Web site and voice talent for

Inc.

Wheeler currently is assigned to

media relations for Southwest

and players in the broadcasts

the Office of the Chief of Naval

Tennessee Community College.

and increase listenership.

Operations in Washington, D.C.

Prior to that, King had been

Brightwell also is the voice of

Varissa Smith-Richardson

coordinator of news and public

Lady Tiger basketball. <Sr

(BSEd) is a 2004 TOTAL

1991

Shelby County Public Library.

Susan M. Clark (JD), an

Marty Wood (BA) is vice

Studio Center Worldwide Audio.

2002
2000

Keith Ellis (BA) earned a

(Tipton Organized to Advance

master's degree in higher

Cynthia Miller Davis (MS) is

Leadership) class member. She

education administration from

pursuing a doctorate in ministry

is assistant principal of Munford

the University of Kansas. He is

(Tenn.) Elementary School.

assistant director for student

relations for the Memphis and

attorney with Burch, Porter &

Jack Peel (BBA) was inducted

at United Theological Seminary

Johnson, is president of the

into the Northwest Mississippi

in Dayton, Ohio. She also is

Memphis Bar Association.

Community College Sports Hall

serving as pastor of Friendship

C.H. Sullivan IV (BBA) is a

of Fame. Peel played baseball

United Methodist Church in

2004 TOTAL (Tipton Organized

Belinda Rimer (BA) is a

at Northwest before transfer

Millington, Tenn.

to Advance Leadership) class

2003

programs coordinator with the

ring to the U of M. He played

member. He is a loan officer

Jennifer Beiter (BBA) is a

Wings Cancer Foundation.

professionally with the Chicago

Daren Davis (BS) was pro

with Patriot Bank in Covington,

sales associate with NovaCopy

White Sox and Texas Rangers

moted to first vice president

Tenn.

Inc.

Glenn E. Rogers Jr. (BSEd)

organizations. Peel served as

for information technology at

was named assistant to the

assistant coach for the Tiger

Morgan Keegan & Co. Inc.

director of admissions at

baseball team, then worked for

activities at the University of

<Sf Alumni Association Member

Kentucky.

Gwyn R. Fisher (JD) is mar
Beth Bilbrey Simkanin

FedEx Corp. for 10 years after

Rebecca M. Miller (BA, MA

addition to his duties as teacher

earning his degree. For the last

'98, JD '01) is an associate with

Beth Bilbrey Simkanin (BA)

Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell &

and coach. Rogers played two

three years he has been an

the Crone & Mason law firm.

was named 2004 Professional

Berkowitz.

years in the National Football

assistant baseball coach at Lyon

League as a defensive back for

College in Batesville, Ark.

nator for the law firm of Baker,

of the Year by the Memphis

1997

chapter of Public Relations

Lauren Stephens (BA) was

the Miami Dolphins and Tampa

Randy Engel (MS) was pro

Society of America. Simkanin

promoted to sales and market

Bay Buccaneers and spent

moted to senior vice president

received the PRSA Silver Quill

ing manager for First South

seven years playing profes

of the commercial and multi-

Award for outstanding leader

Credit Union.

sional football in Canada.

Send your information to:
Alumni Center
The University of Memphis
Memphis, TN 38152
901/678-2586
alumni@memphis.edu

For Class Notes,
send information to:
gmaxey@memphis.edu

keting/communications coordi

Memphis University School in
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Whether by e-mail
or "snail mail/'
we want to hear
from you!

Be sure to visit
The University of Memphis Magazine
online at:
www.memphis.edu/magazine

Get the latest news on campus events!
www.memphis.edu/enews

ship skills in the public relations
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The University of Memphis Alumni Association expresses sympathy to the families and friends of the following individuals:

ALUMNI
(Listed alphabetically by graduation date)

1920S-30S
Dr. J. Richard Shaffer 36, Feb. 05

1940S-50S
John David Tucker 40, May 05
Ray S. Owen '41, March '05
Edwin J. Raines '41, March '05
Barbara Rush '41, March '05
Hazel Parkinson Davis 42, 69, April 05
Deloris T. Fowler '44, '70, March '05
Edward P. Craven '51, March '05
John J. Graninger Jr. '52, March 05
William E. Blount Jr '55, '58, Feb. 05
Jonetta Lovett Fargason '55, April 05
Ruth Marbury Good '55, April 05
James R. Vonkanel '58, April 05

1960S-70S
Tommy Lee Gilliand '61, April 05
Dwight L. Crane '62, '64, Feb. '05
Dr. Nathaniel Matthews '62, '67, '71,
Feb. '05

Joan Edge Draughon Ross '62, April 05

Cornelia Trice Springfield '83, Feb. 05

Mildred Majors '65, April 05

Karen Bullman Finley '85, Feb. 05

Anita G. Cagan '66, '75, Jan. '05

Darlene N. Warrington '86, Dec. 04

Warren McDonald Thrasher '66,

Daniel A. Durham '87, Feb. 05

March '05

George "Randy" Lewis '87, April '05

James Earl Swearengen '67, Feb. '05

Louise Jean Freeman '93, April 05

Maureen Kinney Hearn '68, Jan. 05

William Radford Leonard Jr. '94, '96,

Elizabeth R. Lane '68, March '05
William Cooper "Chip" Moore Jr. '68,
'72, Feb. '05
Shirlee Anita Finnie '70, April 05

Feb. '05
C. Virginia Watson '95, Dec. 04
Jerry D. Smith '97, Feb. 05

Andrew Joseph Gunn '70, March 05

FACULTY/STAFF

Dennis L. Hinson '70, Feb. '05

Virginia Roane Anderson, March 05

Dr. Bondie E. Armstrong '71, '82,

Dr. Robert Berl, April '05

Feb. '05

Dawn Chandler Bulone, June 05

J.D. Middlebrook '72, '76, April '05

Dr. Marvin K. Ching, Sept. 04

Delores B. Lewis '74, March '05

Bessie Mae Everett, April 05

Patricia M. Howell '75, '78, March '05

Carolyn Thorpe Furr, March 05

Dr. Zack Taylor '76, March '05

Elizabeth Brooks Hooker, Feb. 05

William A. Watkins '79, March '05

Clara Elizabeth Ray Howard, March 05

Membership Matters
The Mayo Family
Dr. G. Douglas Mayo Sr. (BS '39)
Life Member of the Alumni Association
Co-founder and patron of the Heritage Room
Retired faculty member (1974-1980)
Member of the only undefeated
football team in the school's history
Played left guard during the
'37 and '38 football seasons
1939 President of Phi Lambda Delta
Fraternity, now known as Pi Kappa Alpha

Ms. Mildred Mayo (BS '42)
Life Member of the Alumni Association
Football sponsor for the '37 and '38 seasons
Member of Kappa Lambda Sigma Sorority,
now known as Phi Mu

Joseph Hugh Kearney Jr., March 05

1980S-90S

Dr. Lloyd D. Partridge, April 05

Joan Nellie Haddad Daniel '82, April 05

Kaoru Peter Takayama, April '05

Debra A. Johnson '83, Jan. 05

Barbara Mayo ('73-'76)
Life Member of the Alumni Association
Past Member of the National Executive Board of Directors

Jeffrey Alan Jones '83, April 05

Chair, Parents Association (to be launched Fall '05)
2001 University of Memphis Parent of the Year
Caterer, Measures of Joy

Alumni Association

Our family bleeds blue and gray and actively supports the University

National Executive Board of Directors: John T. Lawrence (BS '70), President; Mark Long (BSEE '85), Vice President for
Membership; Rob Evans (MBA '97), Vice President for Programs and Events; Rick Boals (BA '72), Vice President for Communication;
Martin Zummach (BA '85, JD '93), Vice President for Finances; Dawn Graeter (BBA '86), Past President; Bob Appling (BS '52); Mike
Lyons (BBA '75); Len Walker (BBA '88); Tim Dwyer (BA '76, JD '80); John Koski (BA '88); Robert Wright (BS '77); Jon McGlothian
(EMBA '97); Judy McCown (BS '67); Elliot Perry (BBA '91); Renee DeGutis (BS '83); Mike Neal (BBA '96, MA '98); Mary McCollum
(BS '94, MA '96, EDS '97)
National Executive Advisory Group Chairs: Barbara Mayo - Chair, Parent Association; Chris Gadd (BA '00) - Co-Chair, Young
Alumni Council Committee; J.R. Kamra (BBA '01) - Co-Chair, Young Alumni Council Committee
Club and Chapter Presidents: Arts & Sciences: Melinda Hulsey Edwards (BSD '74, MPA '75); AUSP: Jeryl Nickey (BA '71, MA '73,
EdD '97) & Georgie Goldsmith (MA '80); Band: Tonia Stinson (BM '00, MMU '02); Business & Economics: Kim Barnett (BA '95, MBA
'99); Engineering: Mike Slattery (BSME '89); Health Administration: Steven Coplon (MHA '98); Journalism: Paul Jewell (BA '78);
Law: Diane Vescovo (JD '80); Nursing: Jessica Edwards (BSN '02); Student Ambassador Board: Britney Lee; Theatre and Dance:
Josie Helming (BFA '67); University College: Jerry Hearn (BPS '00); Out of Town Presidents - Atlanta: Fariss Adams (BBA '00);
Birmingham: Jeff Davis (BA '99); New England/Boston: Bob Canfield (BBA '59); Charlotte: John R. Bradford, III (EMBA '00); Chicago:
To Be Determined; Greater Memphis Club: Bill McCrary (BA '65); Dallas: Regina Burns (MA '95) and Sid McLemore (BS '52);
Houston: Robert Stephens (BEE '90); Jackson, Tenn.: Jim Murdaugh ('70); Little Rock: Dick Torti (BBA '68, MBA '75); Nashville: Mike
Dodd (JD '01); New Orleans/Baton Rouge: Steven McCullar (BBA '97); New York/New Jersey: To Be Determined; St. Louis: Edward
Bryant (BA '89); Tampa: Bob Riggins (BBA '70, MS '80); Washington, D.C.: Kate Sicola (BA '00); Half Century Club: J.B. "Pappy"
Latimer (BS '52)
Alumni Staff: Executive Director of the U of M Alumni Association and Director of Alumni and Constituent Programs: Tammy
Hedges; Alumni Coordinators: Mindy Gregory (BSEd '01, MHA '03), Leah Prost and Emily Jones (BA '98)

George Mayo Jr. (BS '76, MS '78)

of Memphis. To show our True Blue spirit, each of us became mem

Life Member of the Alumni Association

bers of the University of Memphis Alumni Association.

2001 University of Memphis Parent of the Year

Start your legacy today, and join the Alumni Association. We did, and

Former President, Bullpen Club - Baseball Booster Club

as members, we are giving back to the University that has given each

Member of Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity

generation of our family memories that will last a lifetime. You can join

Order of Omega Honor Society

online at www.memphis.edu/alumni or by calling 901/678-ALUM.

Geologist, Fisher and Arnold

Morgan Mayo (BSEd '02)
Annual Member of the Alumni Association
One of the first recipients of the
Alumni Association's Legacy Scholarship
Trainer for men's basketball and football
2002 President of Delta Gamma
ODK

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

ALUMNI.
A S S O C I A T I O N

Order of Omega Honor Society
Teacher, first grade at
Southwind Elementary School

Advancing, connecting and engaging
the University of Memphis family.

901 /678-ALUM www.memphis.edu/alumni

Alumni Administrative Staff: Gwen Cook, Tonya Gray, Hannah Newsom and Diana Thompson

40

George, Barbara, Morgan, Mildred and Douglas Mayo
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